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SGA Splits MHBOG Four Ways
by Susan Grier
as an entire board.
Acting on a recommendation
MBOG Chairman Larry Golden
from the Budget Committee, the is not pleased with either the new
SGA voted Wednesday, January plan or with the Budget Com21, to revise the present structure mittee's handling of its recomof Mather Board of Governors mendation.
iMBOG)
and divide the
According to Golden, MBOG was
organization into four separate summoned to the Budget Comcommittees.
mittee meeting for reasons which
In its new form, MBOG's 30 had nothing to do with
members will be divided among reorganization. It was only after
the four areas of concerts and MBOG left the meeting that the
dances, small activities, lectures, Budget Committee discussed and
and cultural activities, with a recommended reorganization.
membership of 12 on the Concert Thus, MBOG members were given
and Dance Committee and 6 on no opportunity to express their
each of the other three com- opinions about the new plan and
were not even aware of it until
mittees.
The process of separating MBOG after the SGA approved it.
into these four committees inAs for the plan itself, Golden
volves allowing present members stated that while in theory it looks
of the Board to choose the com- good, in actuality, it will only
mittee on which they would like to multiply the chaos of one MBOG
serve: remaining openings will be group by four. Golden mentioned
filled in the February 4th election. the incompatibility of MBOG's
The Budget
Committee's present budget with the new
'•ecommendation to reorganize system; so much of the Board's
MBOG
arose
from
its funds have already been spent or
dissatisfaction with MBOG's delegated to a certain area, that
management of funds. The new not all of the four new committees
structure is designed to prevent the will be able to have the funds they
Board from spending too many of need.
its funds on one area or event, or
Golden
also
expressed
for events other than those covered dissatisfaction
with
SGA's
by the four new committees.
suggestion of two weekly meetings.
Speaking for the SGA, President While technically MBOG has been
Steve Kayman expressed full meeting twice a week all along,
support for the new plan. Ac- actually most MBOG members do
cording to Kayman, MBOG not attend both, if any, meetings.
members in their present structure Golden feels that MBOG members
are 'not as effective as they could will not want to be required to
be . . . because their interests are attend two meetings per week.
Now in his second year of serving
not diverse enough." Kayman feels
lhat by replacing the one mass on MBOG, Golden said that he
MBOG group with four smaller prefers the present informal
groups, the entire Board will structure of the Board, in which
produce a greater variety of ideas committees like the new four exist
anyway, to the new plan.
for campus activities.
Some insights into both sides of
In order to preserve MBOG's
group unity, the SGA is suggesting the MBOG issue were offered by
that the board meet twice a week, Dave Lee, associate dean for
once in its small groups and once Student Services, who acts as

advisor to the SGA and its subcommittees. It is Lee's opinion that
general campus dissatisfaction
with groups like MBOG is the fault
of the students since they themselves elect the members.
He feels that students should
make more of an effort to examine
the qualifications and views of
those running for boards such as
MBOG. As students, said Lee, "you
have the right and the obligation to
find out what they are going to do
with your money."

Even though he feels that MBOG
"does not come close to doing an
adequate job" and that this could
be changed by student effort, Lee
also pointed out that complaints
against MBOG are unfair because
they blame the Board "for things
that are out of their hands." It is
the Budget Committee that decides
on the number of programs which
MBOG will sponsor and designates
the amount of money for each. The
budget for MBOG is set in the
spring, while MBOG members are

elected in tne fall. Thus, MBOG
members can only make the best of
a budget which was created entirely out of its hands.
Lee does not believe that the new
organization can- accomplish
anything within MBOG because its
budget is already set for specific
programs. According to Lee, the
obvious solution for improving
groups such as MBOG is more
responsible and mature voting^

COUNTING THE CONTRIBUTIONS--Robert J. Carey '78 and Scott W. Reid '76 check over
the number of pledges received during one night of telephoning at the Hartford Insurance
Group, while students and alumni continue the calling. At the phones in this picture a r e
Thomas P. Santopietro 76, Steven G. Batson '77, and Norman C. Kayser '57. Student
organizers of the phonothon were Karen A. Jeffers '76 and Raymond E. Johnson '76, student
representatives to the Alumni Fund. Another phonothon is planned in late February.

Fund-Raising Programs Pass Halfway Point
by Al Burfeind
Fund goal. More than 2,000 alumni raising program was a six-evening our goals remain to be raised. We provide the short-range margin of
Trinity got off to a good start in have contributed. This compares Alumni Fund phonothon in early have been impressed by the qualitative difference in our
1976 with both of its major fund- with gifts totaling $124,131 from December involving some 80 generous responses of our con- current academic program. For
student and alumni volunteers. tributors, and by the enthusiasm this year, we must reach our
raising programs—the Annual 1,300 contributors a year ago.
Giving Campaign and the Cam- The Parents Fund reached 50 Telephoning raised a total of and spirit of our campaign $500,000 goal before June 30.
paign for Trinity Values—past the percent of i ts goal by December 31,. $38,729 in firm pledges from 853 workers. Surely few colleges can
half-way point.
with gifts and pledges totaling alumni, as well as indications from report that Alumni Fund Capital gifts, on the other hand, are
Annual Giving, which provides $50,378 from 359 contributors. This many other alumni that they would phonothons are so popular that used for long-range investment in
expendable funds for currently year's goal is $100,000. A year ago contribute this year. At least one volunteers have to be turned away Trinity's endowment, providing
budgeted College programs, contributions totaled $39,116 from more phonothon is planned before because there aren't enough permanent assurance that the
the end of this year's Annual telephones to accommodate them quality of the academic program
.
reached $250,815 between the start 270 donors.
all!
can be sustained. The progress of
of the campaign in October and the
The Friends of Trinity Fund, Giving, campaign.
"We are grateful, especially, to the Campaign for Trinity Values so
According to President Lock-,
close of business December 31. with $18,923, is at 63 percent of its
This represents 50.2 percent of the $30,000 goal. The Business and wood, "It is encouraging for those who have recognized the far encourages us to look forward
$500,000 Annual Giving goal which Industry Associates, with $24,797, Trinity to start 1976 knowing that in importance of supporting both our to the successful completion of our
must be raised before June 30, the is at 41 percent of its $60,000 goal. both our annual fund and our annual giving and our capital $12 million goal within a year or
end of the fiscal year.
One key element in the fall fund- capital campaign, less than half of campaign. Annual gifts each year so."
The Campaign for Trinity
Values, the campaign to raise $12 28 Positions For 7 Committees
million in new funds for endowment and library expansion
Purposes, reached $6.8 million by
the end of 1975 and over $7 million
NOTIFICATION, Students
registered Trinity undergraduate valid petition for each office. Any
by Steve Kayman
by mid-January. This capital
submitting petitions will be
petition
that
does
not
meet
the
is
eligible
to
run
for
any
position.
The
Student
Government
campaign was publicly announced
criteria will be declared notified by mail on Friday,
a year ago, and will be conducted Association (SGA) will conduct Transfer, exchange, and visiting above
January 30, as to whether their
invalid.
students
are
also
welcome
to
run.
°n a regional basis throughout the vacancy elections Wednesday,
NOMINATING PETITIONS. To
Nominating petitions must be petition(s) has been accepted. A
February 4, between 9 a.m. and 7
country during 1976.
appear on the ballot, a nominating submitted on Thursday, January sample ballot will be printed in the
Annual Giving, "which includes p m in Mather Hall. Nominating petition must be submitted with the 29, between" the hours of 9 a.m. and Tripod on February 3. It is the
the Alumni Fund, Parents Fund, petitions are due Thursday, signatures of fifteen full-time 10 p.m., to the locked petition box responsibility of every candidate to
29, Twenty-seven
Friends of Trinity Fund and the January
undergraduates presently enrolled at the Mather Hall front desk. make sure that (s)he is correctly
Business and Industry Associates, positions are to be filled on seven at Trinity. There are no restric- Absolutely no petitions will be listed. If a mistake has been made,
started the New Year with more committees. Following are the tions on the number of petitions an accepted after 10p.m., January 29, the Elections Committee must be
procedures
and •
donations than had been received election
Tuesday night (7 p.m.-9
descriptions of available positions. individual may sign. The petition unless there are significant ex- notified
ty
the
same
time
in
last
year's
must contain the candidate's t e n u a t i n g
c i r c u m s t a n c e s . p.m.) in the Student Government
tlr
Candidates
are
urged
to
read
the
've. All four funds were ahead of
a
election procedures carefully to name, class, box number, phone, Potential candidates are advised Office (ext. 390).
year ago.
and the position applied for. as to the inflexibility of this rule
STATEMENTS. Candidates are
avoid unnecessary hassles.
The December 31 total for the
Students desiring to run for more and are strongly urged to meet the encouraged to submit a statement
ELECTION PROCEDURES
Alumni Fund was $156,717, or 51 ELIGIBILITY. Any full-time than one position must submit a petition deadline.
(Cont'd on page 3)
Percent of the $310,000 Alumni

SGA Sets Election Date
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ConnPIRG:

Action for a Change

HELEN NORTH
Phi Beta Kappa, Visiting Scholar 1975-76

North Comes
East to Speak
Helen North, a distinguished
professor of classics at Swarthmore College, will deliver a
lecture at 8 p.m. Monday, Feb. 2, in
the Boyer auditorium of the Life
Sciences Center,
The title of the lecture is "From
Melanippe toDiotima: The Wise
Women in Ancient Greek Society."
Ft deals with the attitudes of ancient Greeks toward the feminine
intelligence and opportunities for
women to achieve recognition for
intellectual achievements in ancient Greece.
Sponsored by the Connecticut
Beta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
and the Lecture Committee of
Trinity College, the lecture is free
and open to the Trinity community
and the public.
In addition to the lecture, North
will deliver three slide shows.
Monday, Feb. 2, there will be a
presentation at 2;30 in the McCook
Auditorium. She will follow this up
the next day with two presentations, "Mithras and the Oriental
Cults in Roman Religion," ,at 10:00
a.m. in McCook 309, and "The
Iconography of the Cardinal
Virtues: Late Antiquity to the Age
of Baroque," that same afternoon
at 2:30 in McCook 213,

Dr. North received her B.A.,
M.A., and Ph.D. from Cornell
University in 1942, 1943 and 1945,
respectively, On the faculty at
Swarthmore College since,1948 and
William R. Kenan Professor of
Classics since 1973, she has also
been a visiting professor at Ofcerlin
College and the American School of
Classical Studies in Athens. She is
a fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences and on the
board of trustees at LaSalle
College.
A former member of the
executive committee of the
American Academy in Rome, Dr.
North has been a fellow of the
American Council of Learned
Societies, the National Endowment
of the Humanities, the American
Association of University Women,
and the Guggenheim Foundation.
In 1969 she received the Charles
J. Goodwin Award of Merit of the
American Philological Association
for her book, Sophrosyne: SelfKnowledge and Self-Restraint in
Greek Literature.. She has translated John Milton's Defensio
Secunda pro Populo Anglicano and
co-edited Of Eloquence; Studies in
Ancient and Mediaeval Rhetoric
by Harry Caplan.

by Stan Goldich
Pollution, fraud, discrimination,
irresponsibility, and inefficiency.
Who hasn't witnessed or suffered
from these ills? They permeate all
levels of our society from government and industry to the ivy towers
of Trinity.
Out of feelings of apathy,
skepticism, or powerlessness most
of us accept the status quo and our
inability to change it. So we mull
over those serious problems that
plague Trinity students: the long
walk in the cold from Jarvis to
Mather, the 8:30 a.m. class, the
food at Mather, or that worst of all
maladies, a paper due the next
day.
To want improved medical
facilities, better guidance services,
a rock concert, a rathskellar, and a
"genuine" student center are not
vain and selfish pursuits; there
need not be a conflict between the
concerns of college students and
those of society at large. We can
have a good time at Trinity, yet
still become involved in the issues
affecting the country.
PIRG is a vehicle by which
students can implement social
reform and curb some of the
abuses that afflict our society.
Instead of just being able to
complain, students are given the
tools to actively shape their future.
The PIRG movement, inspired
by Ralph Nader, believes that
students, if organized, can improve
both their school and community
environment. In order to have any
impact on society it is essential to
become • a recognized power,
PIRGs enable college students to
achieve this aim by uniting
students throughout the state,
By taxing themselves and hiring
a professional staff, students can
obtain the necessary expertise,
structure, and continuity that is
normally lacking in student
movements. Presently there are
over 25 PIRG's on 150 c|tnpuses
with over 500,000 students involved
and a total budget of over $1,500,000
for this school year.
The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG) is
now in the process of hiring a
director
to complete
its
professional staff. ConnPIRG's
State Board of Directors is made
up of six Connecticut students,
including Stan Goldich and Steve
Kay man from Trinity. Our present
staff is composed of a full-time
organizer and project director, a
part-time lawyer, and a consultant, a Harvard Law School
graduate and employee of the
•UMass student government.
Trinity's local board, chaired by
Goldich, is composed of Jeff
Dufresne, Kayman, and two additional students who will be
chosen in the upcoming student
elections. AH interested people are
encouraged to run for. these
positions,
Project areas planned for this

semester, depending upon the
interest of membership include:
Investigating the effectiveness
of Small Claims Court
Small Claims Court was conceived of as a way to give the
consumer access to the lawwithout
the expense of a lawyer, In
practice it has largely functioned
as a collection agency for
creditors.
Consumer Complaint Center
Trained "student volunteers,
aided by the ConnPIRG lawyer,
provide advice and assistance on
consumer related problems. The
Complaint Center's new location is
downstairs Mather Hall opposite
the post office. Office hours will be
posted following ConnPIRG's
organizational meeting this
Thursday.
Sex Discrimination in
Employment
To expose discriminatory
practices in employment agencies
(i.e., sex-biased job opportunities
where only secretarial and clerical
work is open to female applicants
as opposed to offers of
management-trainee programs for
males) eventually culminating, if
significant violations are uncovered, in extensive lobbying in
the Connecticut legislature, urging
the adoption of legislation to
prevent such practices,
Deceptive advertising
practices
To investigage or expose false,
misleading, or unethical advertising practices with concentration on one or both of two
areas.
Bait & switch (Bait & switch
advertising is a means by which
unscrupulous merchants lure
customers into a store by having a
bargain and then use unfair
practice) to persuade them to buy
a different product.) Such practices are illegal and discovery of
such actions might result in legal
action or complaints to the Attorney General.
Advertised Specials where
businesses
advertise
price
reductions on certain items which
are not really on sale or jack up
prices a couple weeks before a
planned "grand sale".
A Study of Mass Transportation
in Hartford
Seminars and Workshops
These would be done in such
areas as nuclear energy, topics in
consumer education, and sex-role
stereotypes in education.
One national PIRG project now
in the works involves an attempt to
get reduced prices for cash
customers in businesses which
base their operations on credit
payments. Right now the costs of
providing convenient credit services are passed on to all
customers. This is not fair to those

who pay only with cash.
In addition, the ConnPIRG
lawyer is now researching the
feasibility of protesting the
discriminatory and exorbitant
telephone installation rates SNET
charges Connecticut: students.-If
his conclusions warrant it, ConnPIRG might coordinate a
.statewide nonpayment strike
against the phone company on its
respective campuses.
Do any of these projects appeal
to you? If so, come to our next
meeting. If not, what would you
like to see done? Bring your ideas
to this week's meeting, Thursday,
January 2fl, in Wean Lounge of
Mather Hall at 1:'M) p.m.
ConnPIRG is a student
organization; its effectiveness is
determined by the level of activity
of its student membership. So, all
you ecologically concerned people,
all you gripers about government
inefficiency
and corporate
irresponsibility, all you intelligent,
imaginative, and reform-minded
liberal arts scholars, we want to
see you there.

Distribution
Requirements
Rejected
by Maureen Healy
After much discussion and
controversy, the Curriculum
Committee voted against the
imposition
of
distribution
requirements at Trinity. On
December 11, 1975, such a proposal
was unanimously rejected by those
members present and voting.
The proposal was submitted by a •
subcommittee of the Curriculum
Committee and read as follows:
In order to provide students with
as much flexibility and opportunity
for free expression of • academic
interests as possible, it is
recommended that Trinity College
require no specific courses. To
insure, however, that students gain
insight and awareness in areas
outside their own major fields, the
College should require that they
choose two semester courses in
each of the four non-major
guideline areas (as outlined in the
catalogue on pp. 13-14) during the
four year period. Independent
studies would count toward the
fulfillment of the requirement.
There was a large amount of
input on the issue from faculty,
students and administrators. Over
400 students signed petitions
protesting any move toward
distribution
requirements.
Members of the college community
attended a Curriculum Committee
meeting on December 4th to
provide their viewpoints.

Tripod Polls Populace on Political Preferences
by K. Grossman and Diane
Molleson
What is the attitude of the Trinity
student body towards the 1976
Presidential elections?
.
To find out the answer to this and
other questions of political import,
The Tripod conducted its first poll
of the bicentennial election year
this past week. This article is the
first of several which will discuss
the interests, activities, and
preferences of the college during
the national campaign.
Of
700
questionnaires
distributed, approximately 125
were returned, most students
apparently preferring the disinterested and° lazy approach to
politics. The responses of those
who did answer and return the poll
seemed to indicate that this group
is the same as Trinity's small core
of activists.
The vast majority of those answering said that they "honestly
cared who the next President will

be." Much to the relief of those who
tallied the.poll, many of these
respondents enlivened their affirmative responses with an enthusiastic "Yes, Yes" or "Yes!"
Only fifteen students did not care
who the next chief executive would
be.

respondents, however, said that
certain candidates would potentially affect them in this: way.
Electing Ronald Reagan was
sufficient reason for 36 of the
respondents to lose faith, while 15
said they would suffer the same
malaise from the re-election of
To the question, "Do you con- President Ford.
sider the Trinity student body
Several students mentioned both
politically apathetic or activist Reagan and Ford, and one verbose
compared to other colleges?" 96 respondent exclaimed that "Ford,
out of 114 replies stated Reagan and any other reac"apathetic." Considering the tionaries" would cause a loss of
meagre response to this first poll faith.
and the view of the respondents
. that Trinity as a whole is apathetic, -. Significantly, 70 students felt
the view is a difficult one to that the election of George Wallace
would shake their confidence in the
dispute.
future of the country. Many also
When asked if the election of any classified the Alabama Governor
one candidate would cause them to alongside Ronald Reagan in this
lose faith in the future of this respect.
country, 40 students said that this
A handful of students remarked
would not happen to them under that they would lose faith if any of
any circumstances. Eighty five the candidates presently declared

were elected. Some stated that
they do not even have faith in the
country now, "a country capable of
Vietnam and Hiroshima, are you
kidding?" angrily responded one
student, "How could I lose more
faith?" stated another.
"Does the shadow of Watergate
and the Nixon presidency enter
significantly into your thoughts
about
choosing
the next
President?" This was the only
question to which the responses
were evenly divided: 58 students
replied
affirmatively,
49
negatively, and 13 were unsure.
Many replied by saying that
there were "Congressmen "and
Governors that they did not trust."
"It is trust vs. mistrust," declared
one student quoting Eric Ericson.
One freshman replied by saying
that he wishes Nixon were still in
office."
Democratic contenders Jimmy
Carter and Fred Harris received

the most support from those who
said that they already had or intended to contribute to one candidate's campaign. Approximately
forty-four students said they would
give time while only 17 mentioned
financial contributions.
Many of the same students who
said they were or would be active
campaign participants were also
among the sixty-seven who stated
that they would vote in their state
primaries.
For the most part this poll
backed up the generally held belief
of general apathy and lack of
political participation except for a
small minority numbering maybe
a hundred in all.
The next in this series will focus
on these few activist student5!
including the Young Republicans,
Young Democrats, and anyone else
who feels that he or she represents
a definite group or point of view
here at Trinity College.
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Students Protest Continental Grain Co.
by Howard Sherman

increase in grocery bills for
American consumers. The sheet
also reported that during the
negotiations for the wheat transaction, "Continental was accused
by -the U.S. Treasury Dept. of
falsifying records to secure a tax
break." In addition, the protest
sheet discussed the possibility of
"big business collusion" between
Grain Company executives and
members of the Dept. of
Agriculture.
Rick Hornune '77, one of the
sheet's authors, said the leaflet's
purpose was to discuss the role of
the Continental Grain Company in
the world food crisis. He added that
the sheet was also intended to
inform students that the recruitment policy of the Career Counseling Office "allows for corporations like Continental Grain to
reap student ranks." Hornung said
that the Career Counseling Office
"wants to nlug into hip pnr-

Monday, January 19, the Continental Grain Company was the
object of the second in a series of
student
protests
against
organizations recruiting on the
Trinity campus. A protest had been
lodged against the United States
Marine Corps in September.
Shortly after the arrival of a,
personnel representative from
Continental Grain at the Career
Counseling Office, a fact sheet was
distributed in the Mather and
Hamlin Hall dining areas.
The sheet cited data from
several news and government
publications concerning the
business practices of the Continental Grain Company. Quoting
the New York Times Magazine, the
sheet claimed that Continental
Grain had participated in the
United States-Soviet Union wheat
sales, which resulted in a $5 billion

Cont. from page 1

porations without giving alternative forms of employment an
equal representation." Horunun
felt that smaller organizations like
the National Association for the
Southern Poor were given less
priority in Career Counseling
bulletins than multinational corporations such as Proctor and
Gamble or Continental Grain.
Responding to the student
protest, Christopher Shinkman,
Director of Career Counseling,
said he felt that some of the sheet's
statements were taken out of
context. Referring to a quote from
Business Week Magazine, Shinkman said that after reading the
original article he did not get the
negative impression that the quote
conveyed out of context. Shinkman
stated, "Whoever wrote this
(sheet) seemed to take things to
suit their needs."
In response to the allegation of
corporate favoritism, Shinkman

stated that the Career Counseling
Office did not discriminate against
any organization in their News
Bulletins. He added that a large
section of the last bulletin had been
devoted to a thorough description
of the National Association for the
Souther Poor. He said, "It is one of
my major concerns to get a better
variety of organizations to recruit
on the campus."
Shinkman was "hopeful" that

May Choir Concert
Features Thompson

by Jill Freedman
The Concert Choir will present
the premiere performance of a new
work by Virgil Thomson at their
annual spring concert in May.
In honor of the bicentennial, the
Choir, along with the College,
decided to commission a musical
work to enrich the cultural life of
Trinity as well as Hartford.
Jonathan Reilly, the Choir's
said that the choir did not
s)—The Connecticut Public In- director,
a musical expression of
terest Research Group (Conn- want
but rather, a good
PIRG) is a student- directed, patriotism,
choral
piece
by
an American comstudent-financed organization for poser.
social change, independent of any
Thomson's opera, Four Saints in
college or other group. Five
elected
students
comprise Three Acts, with a libretto by
Trinity's Board of Directors, of Gertrude Stein, previewed in 1934
which two are sent to the Conn- at the Wadsworth Atheneum and
PIRG State Board. The State later went on to a very successful
Board allocates funds, decides run in New York. In 1973 he spent a
areas of concern for ConnPIRG, week at Trinity as a visiting
and hires the professional staff. professor and conducted the Choir
The Trinity Board (which this in his Missa Pro Dcfunctis. His
election is for) is responsible for support of the Choir along with his
representing the feelings of Trinity impressive composing history
students with projects. Mem- were additional factors involved in
bership on the ConnPIRG Local the selection process.
Board requires a considerable
Thomson's fee is to be shared
amount of time.
equally by the Choir and the

SGA Elections
t

and sets all election rules. In the
past, it has worked on the issues of
student representation on the
Board of Trustees, the expansion
and renovation of Mather, the
expected establishment of a
Rathskeller on campus, the improvement of medical facilities,
the improvement of campus
security, the quality of food services, and various political issues.
Twice annually, the SGA publishes
the Course Evaluation.
BUDGET COMMITTEE (six
positions)—The Budget Committee
is composed of twelve elected
students, three liaisons from the
SGA, and three administrators.
The Budget Committee is the
student finance committee,
responsible for coordinating
student activities, allocating the
student activities fee, and approving student organization
checks. All decisions made by the
Budget Committee may be appealed to the SGA. Meetings are
held weekly and membership
requires a fairly large investment
of time.
MATHER
BOARD
OF
GOVERNORS (candidates must
run for one of the following component committees!— Mather
Board of Governors (MBOG) is the
student social programming
committee, responsible for
providing a balanced schedule of
diverse social and cultural activities to appeal to the varied
interests of the Trinity College
community.
Beginning this semester, MBOG
will be divided into four major
committees. The small committees will meet once a week and
the entire group will meet once a
week. All expenditures must be
approved by the whole Board,
based upon the recommendations
of the committees. MBOG members are also expected to help out
with events. The Concert and
Dance Committee is filled, but
positions are open on the following
three committees:
LECTURE COMMITTEE (four
positions)
CULTURAL EVENTS (four
positions)
SMALL ACTIVITIES (four

to the Tripod stating their views or
interests. The statements should
be no longer than 100 words and
must be typed. They are due at the
Tripod office by noon, Saturday,
January 31, and will be printed in
the following Tripod along with the
sample ballot.
CAMPAIGNING. The SGA
encourages campaigning for those
who wish to. No campaign for any
candidate for any office may,
however, spend over $25.
ELECTIONS. The election will
be held Wednesday, February 4, in
the lobby of Mather Hall from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m.
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE. The
SGA Elections Committee is
composed of Steve Kayman
(chairperson), Rich Chamberlain,
Gil Childers, Dianne Rosenstrater,
and Peter Crosby. Any questions
should be addressed to Steve
Kayman at 246-2617, Box 1188.
Candidates with questions are also
invited to stop by the Student
Government Office weekdays
between ] p.m. and 5 p.m.
COMMITTEE DESCRIPTIONS
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION (SGA) (seven
positions)—The Student Government Association is comprised of
thirtyrsix students, nine of whom
are freshmen elected in the fall.
The SGA is the general student
representative body. It concerns
itself with all issues relating to
student life on campus. It sets
Budget Committee and Mather
Board of Governor policy and acts
as a review board for all Budget
Committee and MBOG decisions.
The SGA allocates the $110,000
student activities fee, based upon
the recommendations of the
Budget Committee. It recognizes
all campus organizations, approves constitutions, and adjudicates complaints involving
student organizations. It also
recommends policy concerning the
College to the administration.
Three members of the Budget
Committee and six members of
MBOG are appointed by and from
the SGA. The SGA also appoints
one student, from among its
membership, to the Academic
Affairs Committee, Curriculum
Committee, College Affairs, Board positions)
COLLEGE AFFAIRS COM™, Inquiry,, Board of Reconmd Athletic Advisory MITTEE (one position)—The
College Affairs Committee is
comprised of four faculty, four
nJ!! ^ A i s responsible for students, the Dean of Students, and
conducting all student elections, the Director of Buildings and
The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 74, Grounds. This committee makes
aimed at imissue 14, January 27, 1975. The recommendations
all areas of student life,
TRIPOD is published weekly on proving
programs to facilitate
Tuesdays, except vacations, creates
improved
faculty-student
during the academic year. Student relations, and acts as a student
subscriptions are included in the grievance committee on matters
student activities fee; other sub- pertaining to student affairs and
scriptions are $12.00 per year. The residential life. Specific areas that
TRIPOD is printed by The Palmer the committee has dealt with in
Journal Register, Palmer, Mass., the past include usage of Mather,
and published at Trinity College, operation of the Bookstore, and
Hartford, Conn. 06106. Second-class dispensation of the parking
Postage paid in Hartford, Con- violations fund. The committee has
necticut, under the Act of March 3, also sponsored a series of student
1879.
Advertising rates are $1.80 faculty parties. Meetings are
e
P
r
column
inch, $33. per quarter generally every other week.
n
"-\ $62. per half page, and $120 CONNPIRG (three positionad.

this and other protests would not
have an effect on the .student's
chances for job placement and Ihe
college's relations with potential
employers. He said that he fell the
protest was not representative of
the student body and believed
organizations recruiting on
campus would be "openminded
enough to know that this is an institution where there are a variety
of different viewpoints."

College. According to Donald
Romanik, the Choir's president.
their one-half will be raised
through solictation, a raffle and an
ad hook.
The work wili comprise the
major portion, fifteen to twenty
minutes, of the concert, including a
scene from Plutarch's Lives. The
piece is as yet unfinished, but
Reilly anticipates a mixture of the
dissonance and richness found in
Thomson's other music in the new
work as well. The Choir will be
accompanied by a small chamber
orchestra.
Members of the community may
know some of Thomson's other
music, notably the Pulitzer Prize
winning score for the 3948 film.
The Louisiana Storv, and ''My
Shepherd Will Supply My Need."
sung by the Choir at "Lessons and
Carols" in December.
Reilly added that he is "impressed that Trinity's Choir, which
competes against music schools
such as Oberlin, has undertaken
the difficult project of producing a
new piece of music."

Shinkman Attends Virginia
Career Counseling Series
by Nancy Nies
Career Counselor Christopher
Shinkman attended "Career
Counseling: Theory and Practice,"
a four-day series of courses in
techniques of career counseling.
The Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and
State
University
in
Blacksburg, Va. hosted the series
which ran from Jan. 9-13.
The conference was attended by
one hundred and twenty-five
career counselors from across the
country, divided into five teams of
twenty-five which met for three
sessions a day with national
leaders concerning career counseling techniques. Participants
came prepared, having been given
an extensive reading list of over
fifty books and articles prior to the
conference.
"It was an intensive, close-knit
situation," Shinkman said. "In a
group of twenty-five you could

really benefit from the round table
discussions," he added.
The sessions were divided into
six major areas, "Career Counseling Theory" was led by Dr. John
Holland, a psychologist at John
Hopkins University.
Dr. Norman Gysbers, an expert
in individual counseling from the
University of Missouri at
Columbia, led a section entitled,
"Individual Counseling."
Shinkman said he found the
lecture on "Career Resources
Center" by Dr. Ralph Roberts of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
"most helpful.." "Career counseling can be made more interesting and effective through the
use of multimedia material,"
Shinkman said,
A fourth session entitled
"Outreadh Programs" was led by
Dr. Howard Figler of Dickinson

College. Joan Fiss Bishop, a former Director of Placement at
Wellesley College, discussed
"Placement."
Dr. John O. Crites. a testing
expert at the University of
Maryland, dealt with types of
interest and aptitude testing in his
lecture on "Assessment."
Richard Bolles, an expert in
group techniques and the author of
the bestseller. What Color Is Your
Parachute?, was an "outstanding"
speaker Shinkman said. Bolles
gave "valuable insights" into the
kinds of group techinques that
could be used here at Trinity, said
Shinkman.
Shinkman said he found the fourday series "most, satisfying and
rewarding." "Now J will try to
translate and relate these
techniques to our situation here at
Trinity." he said.

The schedule of the 1976 Company Recruiting at Trinity will be held in
Seabury 45.

1/27/76
1/28/76
2/3/76
2/4/76
2/5/76
2/6/76
2/9/76
2/10/76
2/11/76
2/11/76
2/12/76
2/13/76
2/27/76
3/2/76
3/3/76
3/4/76
3/9/76
3/29/76
3/30/76.

Data Resources, Inc.
Penn Central Transp. .
Republic Steel Corp.
Connecticut General
Insurance Company
1st Pennsylvania Bank
of Philadelphia
Mid-lantic National Bank
Upward Bound Program
Univ. of Connecticut
Simmons Company
Bank of New York
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Aetna Insurance Co.
Travelers Insurance Co.
Hartford Insurance Group
Strawbridge & Clothier
Upward Bound Program
Trinity College
Internal Revenue Service
G. Fox & Cornpany/
Champion International CORP.

9:00-5:00
9:00-3:30
9:00-4:30
9.-00-4.-30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
8:30-4:30
8:30-4:30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:40
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
9:00-4:30
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Where Have All The
Students Gone?

Heller Delivers
Mead Lecture
A consultant to the President and
former
chairman
of
the
President's Council of Economic
Advisers, Dr. Walter W. Heller,
will present the annual Mead
Lecture in Economics at Trinity
College at 8 p.m. on Tuesday,
February 3, in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
Dr. Heller will speak on
"President Ford's Budget and
Economic Policies: Do They Meet
the Need." The Mead Lectures,
which are free and open to the
public, are given annually in the
fields of political science, history,
and economics.
Presently Regents' Professor of
Economics at the University of
Minnesota, Heller received his
B.A. from Oberlin College in 1935
and his M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Wisconsin in 1938 and
1941. He has taught at Minnesota
since 1946, and been a visiting
professor at the Universities of
Washington, Wisconsin and
Harvard.
From 1942 to 1953, he was a fiscal
economist and consultant with the
U.S. Treasury. After World War II
he worked on Germany's fiscal
problems.
For three years, from 1961 to
1964, he was the chairman of the
President's Council of Economic

Advisers. From 1965 to 1969 he was
a consultant to the Executive
Office of the President. He was
reappdinted to that post in 1974,
and was also named to the Federal
Energy Office Advisory Panel that
year.
A member of the "Time" Board
of Economists and the Board of
Contributors to "The Wall Street
Journal," Heller at various times
has been a consultant to the United
Nations, the Committee for
Economic Development, and the
Brookings Institution.
The recipient of seven honorary
degrees, he is a feiiow of the
American Philosophical Society
and the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences. In 1974 Heller was
president of the. American
Economic Association. He served
as chairman of the National
Bureau of Economic Research
from 1971 to 1974.
Heller is the author and editor of
numerous volumes and articles.
Among his most recent books are
"Economic Growth and Environmental Quality: Collision or
Co-Existence?" "Monetary vs.
Fiscal Policy" (a dialogue with
Milton Friedman), "Fiscal Policy
for a Balanced Economy" and
"Revenue Sharing and the City."
•-; A

New Faces at SAGA

Two new major personnel appointments indicate changes in
Saga Food Service for the spring
semester,
Jeff Wilson, the assistant food
service manager for the last three
semesters, succeeds Dave Meyers
as Food Service Manager. Meyers
was promoted within Saga and
transferred to Colgate University.
The appointment of a new head
chef, John Cycenas, formerly with
the Travelers Insurance Corporation, was made with hopes to
improve food service and quality.
Cycenas previously worked for
Saga Foods at Trinity for one year
in 1963, and he has had extensive
experience in large kitchen
operations.
Other changes for this semester
include a decrease in the amount of
employment positions available to
students. Wilson attributes this
cut-back to the lower number of
subscribers to the meal plan. He
explained that last semester more
students than necessary were
originally employed while Saga
adjusted to the new facilities.
While the number of positions
has been reduced, daily minimum
wage has risen from $2.01 to $2.21
per hour. Supervisory precautions
have also been implemented to

assure that student employees are
paid only for hours worked.
Student headwaiters are now
responsible to sign workers in and
o u t .

..
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Wilson refers to the drop in
students on the meal plan this
semester as a predictable "second
semester phenomenon." Presently
900 students are on the meal plan,
compared to last semester's 1025.
Wilson is concerned with the
functional aspects of the cafeteria,
He relocated the ticket checker
from the main entrance to the end
of the side aisle to "get people in
from out of the cold." "Lines just
can't be eliminated," he noted, but
he feels the situation has improved
since last semester.
Last semester's i.d.'s have been
replaced with punch cards because
of the confusion experienced irj»
processing and issuing the i.d.'s.
Wilson explained that the punch
card system is expedient although
not necessarily more efficient.
Above all, Wilson expressed a
readiness to respond to student
suggestions.
In
particular,
suggestions from vegetarians have
been helpful in satisfying a need
for variety in meal offerings. He is
also willing to make allowances for
students with scheduling conflicts.

E-DOMBSTIC
TRINITY STUDENTS ON ACADEMIC LEA
INlTYTERMtt7J-1l7e
U.S. Colin* Attending/
Malting Addrassdl any)
Associated Colleges of the Midwest
BARON. Miriam, '78
SPRING
,
Chitotw Urban Program
9134 University Drive
TERM
Clayton. Missouri 63105
5533 Clara Dlckion
8ENTMAN,M«raL.,77
Cornell Unlvtrtlty
3U Blossom Hill Drive
Ithaca, New York UBS3
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17401
International Oevelapmont Semester
CAMERON, Paul D,, 77
The
American
Unlverilty
SPRING
SB South Manning Boulevard
Washington, D.C.30016
TERM
Albany, New York 13303
CHURCHILL, Suitn B-. 74
Bryn Ma wr College
BOX 94
BrynMawr. Pennsylvania 1W10
Old Lyme, Connecticut «371
GORDON, Sarah J,, 77
SPRING
University or N«w Hampshire
Long Hill Road
TERM
Durham, New Hampshire 03114
Nowvernon, Now Jersey 07976
JACOBSON,JawnJ.,77
SPRING
University ol California at Berkeley
MGreennaven Road
TERM
Berkeley, Catlfor nla V472Q
Rye, New York IQMQ
KERN AN, Beatrice L.. 77
•30 Park Avenue
Cambridge. Massachusetts OJUa
New York, New York 10031
KOHA.UT, R<UBntarle.'70
Falrieioh Dickinson Unlvwilly
jpabarRoad
Rutherford, Ntrw Jersey 07070
Parslppany, New Jersey 07O54
LEBOLT, Sherrl G., 7»
University of Pennsylvania
404 Hornans Avenue
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania "104
Clatter, New Jersey 07624
R£INHARDT,PaulM,,'77
Universltyol California * I Btrkaley
711 Lake Slrtel
Berkeley, California 94730
San Francisco. California 94118
R«dcHffeColl«fl«
5ALTER, Sarah L.7B
SPRING
ALOAD
TERM
Cambridge, Massachusetts Dam
SCHARFF, David J., '77
University of Louisville
MMWlnctwardWay
Louisville, Kentucky -*M0*
Louisville, Kentucky 40370
STROUO, Cynthia 7 1
Maryland Institute Colleges* Art
Lendhope Road, 1
Baltimore, Maryland H317
wen Grove, Pennsylvania 1*390
THOMPSON, Jonathan S., '11
SPRING
Vlllanova University
UWinthropAvenue
TERM
Vllianova, Pennsylvania 1MIJ
Midttleiown, Ntw York 10740
VALENTIN, Eddie, 77
SPRING
University of Puerto Rico
139 Hutson Street
TERM
. Rio Pltdrai. Puerto Rico 0O»l
Bronx, New York 10473
VASSALLO. LQull, '77
SPRING
University of Puerto' Rico
49 Patadlno Avenue
TERM
' Rio Piodras, Puerto Rico 00911
New York, New York 1QQ3S
The Johns Hopkins U.,
YATES, Kathleen B,, 76
Baltimore, Maryland
MalllngsttOlN.Calvert Street
» Rlv*r ftoad
Baltimore, Maryland JUia
My it Ic, Connecticut 04355
SPRING
ZIEV, Arthur H., 77
Economic Policy Semester
1 Wtdflewood Drive
TERM
The American University
fusion, Pennsylvania 18043
Washlnotwi, O.C. M H
ZIPPEL, Joanne L.7e
University of Pennsylvania
ALOA D
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

TRINITY STUDENTSDN ACADEMIC LEAVE OP ABSENCE-FOREIGN
FOR PULL YEAH OR TRINITY TERM t»7J.JI7*
Name, Clais, and Home Addresi
Proeram * Address;
Milling Address (II any)
BAWDGN, Carol J , , 7 i
Instnuto of European Studl« p a r ) i
1790 Lakeside
" , rue QgguKu
Birmingham, Michigan 48009
75014 Paris, FRANCE
BeCHERER,Rotn>rlE.,78
Instituted European Studies UnOon
SPRING
30S Park Place
German YMCA, LancasierHan HOtn
TERM
Lincoln, IllinoisM454
3S Cnven Terrace
London W.J, ENGLAND
BRAYTaN.Lesllt.77
SPRING
msiiluttot
European
Studies MMrid
31 Davis Hill Road
TERM
Avenlda de las Rey« Catoiic«,j
Weston, Connecticut CWH0
CludadUnluersil
Madrid 3, SPAIN
DROAOU5,AnncP,7?
Institute ot European Studies Paris
U9Ea»t49tli Street
»,rueDsouerre
New Yor, New York 1003)
75OM Paris, FRANCE
BUDNICK.SuSnn B,,77
Great
Lakes
Calicoes
Association
10 Magnolia Circlfl
c/oCEUCA
Lonomefidow, M*ss«chu*»ll*0110rt
AparttdoAerNiUM
Bogota, D.E., COLOM81AS A
HUROGE, Richard M., 77
imiliuttofEurope#nStudl«vienna
SPHING
55 Hltlantfale Drive
Frtfunm, Palais Kiniti
TERM
Red Bank, New j«ney 07701
A 11)10 Vienna), Austria
AlQ10VI*nnal,AU5TRIA
BUTTERPIBLD, Ltsll*M.. 77
Elthnr; u.of Arhui,Denmark
117 Lake Avenue
Or:U ol Freiburg, Germany
Wtiittt Bear Ltk«, Mlnnetotn 55110
COPLEY, Martha. S , 77
Cryfleld Half CHI OM
313 Black River Road
Unlverslly of Warwick
Ling Valley, Now Jersey 07851
Coventry
WarwIchMiIre CV4 7AL, ENGLAND
DARLING, R. CLement, I I I , 77
Initltuleof European Sfuctles-Pi
SPRING
ta Emerson Place
77, rueDagurrre
TERM
Boston, Ma stachuseltl 03114
75014 Paris, FRANCE
OEMETER, JulftJ,,7S
tnillluieot European Studies.Pirl;
SPRING
1805. Middle NtckRoad
77, rueQagui
TERM
Groat Neck, N«w York 11011
75014 Paris, FRANCE
OOAK,WltflamA.,77
imtliuteof IHuropt-an studlnDurhar
4 Arnold Drive
U^lvanltyof Durhan
Cast Hartford, Connecticut
Old Shire Hal
Durham, ENGLAND
DURF££,SuiflnneR.,77
Robertson House
43 Wilton Road
Edinburgh Universl!
Pleesantyllle, New York 1«70
34 Marchmont Rood
Edinburgh EH9 1HX, SCOTLAND
ERICKSON, Alexandra, 77
Inslitutaof European Studies.Paris
BOK397
77,rueOagueri
Old Lyme, Connecticut 0437)
75014 Paris, FRANCE
PAILLA,Jo*epMneC, ( '77
Great LnhM Colleges Association
35 Clearvlew Avenue
„
c/oCEUCA
W « 1 Harttord, Cormtcticvn U U 7
ApBmOofterifoliWO
OOflOtft. D.E., COLOMBIA.S.A.
PANTACCl,OlanP..'77
institute o' European Studies.Peril
Via DtlUCflfti pert?
77,rueD*guern
50114 Florence, Italy
75014 Paris, FRANCE
PEINMAN.PelwS.77
lnilllul«of Eurooean Studinvienhi
U3 Birefiwood Park Drive
Preyuno 4, Palais Klnixy
jerltho.NewYorklWH
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
FLQWER,D«tK)f*hA,,77
initttuteol CuroptanStudltvDurfiam
7-D Church Lane
UnlvcrsllyotDurhan
Old Shirt Hal
STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN THE SPRINO SRMBSTBR PKOORAM
Valley Callage, New York 10VI9
Durham, ENGLAND
OP THE KAR8IERI CENTER, tt7t
Institute ot European studies.Ourhai
POR5LING, Slfiphtn A., '77
BEERS, David B., Ill, 78
University of Durham
MEDINA, M l . Clwi C , 71
1105 qulricy Stfrtl, N W .
Old Shirt Hill
199 CI In Ion Si me I
Dtnv*T, Colorado M739
Washington, DC- 30011
Durham, ENGLAND
Brooklyn, Now York 11331
BIAL, Daniel J,, 7?
School of English & American Studies
MORTON, Miss Pamela M.. 7a
49 Bellevue Avenue
Unlveriltyof EailAngllt
1047 Amsterdam Avenue
I611N, 17th Sirtel
Summlf, New Jersey 07901
Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
New York, New York 10031
Hollywood, Florida 3MJD
BROWN. Miss Susan C. 7fl
ROMAN, Mr, Angtl, '71
GARNER, StiPtitnH,. 111.77
tnsiiluieot European Stud las.London
57 RusKin Road
74 Grow Street
58Bayb«rryHHIHoad
German Y M C A , Lancaster Hell Hotel
Buffalo, New York UTlk
Brooklyn, Mew York 11131
Altleboro, MaMachuietltQ1701
35 Craven Tern
BURCHENAL, M i . Ellen H , '71
RONTONDO, James H., 71
London W.I.ENGLAND
M3 Princeton Road
GOLDMAN, i r S N , , 7 l
iniiitutcQf European Studies 'London
SPRING
Wilmington, Delaware 1PI07
Gtrmrtrt YMCA, Lancaster Han Holi
5035 EEast Lake Road
Hanulen. Connecticut 04517
TERM
OANIEL, Malcolm R., '7S
35 Craven Terrace
5EGARHA, MS, Maria R,, '78
Auburn, New York 1)011
3J00 Seven Mile Lane
London W.I, ENGLAND
17 Fort George Hill
Baltimore, Maryland It JOB
Instiluteof European Studles-Vienm
New York, Now York 10040
GKE-ENAWALT, Robert S,, '77
SPRING
FECYCH, Mist Laura Q,, '76
Freyung4,
PaUlsklnsky
SINSHEIMGR, Ralph n., 77
SID Crtthtim ValEty Ro«d
TERM
Laurel Ridge UQ
33 Murray Hill Road
Ptttladelphla. Penniyivfrma If 111
AlOIOVienna 1. AUSTRIA
Tuxedo, New York 10987
ScartdAle, N>w York 10513
GROSS, AmeiD-t 7 1
Tel Aviv Unlversily
FOWLER, Eric A., Jr.. '77
STODOLINK, Mi»s Mary H., 77 75 Woodbrook Road
Tel Aviv, ISRAEL
"High Larches"
41* Chickadee Lane
Swsrlhmore. Penniytvsnia 19081
N#wlown Square. Pennsylvania 1W73
Slr»tlord, Connecticut 04497
HORN, William D , 7 7
Instltutogf European Studlesvienna
HAWKINS, Edward A., 71
THORNE, MUs Ann L,, 7J
17 Magnolia Lane
« Northvitw Drive
5713 Duens Visfa Avenue
Toms River, New JerMy 08753
AlOIOVienna I, AUSTRIA
Glailonbury, Connecticut OM73
Oakland, California U&\»
JOHNSTON. Wendy M,. 77
flriiiin & European Studies Group
JENKS, Miss Deborah F., 78
VARTANIAN. M». Yvette, '77
lOtFtrnbrook Avenue
BCMBox403
a
ARA Bros'.. 1B4 Laieiar NQV
Wyncotn. Ptnniyivanta 19095
50 Stonchenge Rood
London SCtV 4XX, ENGLAND
Tehran, Iran
KAT2, NiChomsC.,77
fittslicld, MaiHchusetti 01701
School at Chemical Studies
V Warner Road
KAHN, Mi. Robin A., 'V
University of EasiAnfllia
WOLF3ON. Ms, Nancy L... '77
Hubhard,Ohfo444?5
1] Berkshire Drive
Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
313 Fcrndale Road
KAYE, Deborah H., 77
Djtnbury, Connecticut 04810
London School of Economic!
Scartdale, New York 105*3
4171
Point
La
Vista
Road
£,
KtRSCHNEH. Timothy R,, 77
f>ft»,lei(J Haiti, Endileish Place
Jacksonville, Fioc)d« 3JM;
130? Shef Wen Drive
London W O E OPW, ENGLAND
Norfolk, NebrftlKa M1Q\ }•
**
Uiliversidad ibtro.Americans
Department© internddonal
TRINITY STUDENTS OUTOOINO OM 13 COLLEGE EXCHANBB
ivory ion, Connecticut 06443
Av,CerrodeissTprrft<
Campestre ChurubuKO
Mexico 31. DP., MEXICO
LASSALLE, Honor, 77
Sweet Briar Junior Year in Prance
AMHERST COLLBOE, A m h t r i f . M a m c h u s e t t i »IMJ
1107 Fifth Avenue
34,ruedeFl«uru*
COHEN,ElalneM.,'78
Now Yor, New York 1002V
7S006 Paris, FRANCE
GROSS, M . Ramsay, 77 (Box 573)
LUSKIN,
GrlcS.,
77
School Q) Snglish & Amrrlcan Studies
SAHAKIAN, PauloL., '77
41 Arnold Road
University ol East Angli*
SCANGOS, Jamie P.,'7a
We lie* ley Him, Massachusetts 0
Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
IIOWDOtH COLLEOR, Srwmwkk, Maine M i l
MALLON, Linda, 77
School ol English & American Sludlei
HOROWITZ, Jutln 5., '77 * M . U . Box M7)
901 Afilea S(r»ot
Univeriiiyof East Angus
CONNECTICUT C 0 L L E Q 6 , New London, Cenn. 6*JM
Boca Raton. Florid* 33433
NflrwtCh HR*1TJ, ENGLAND
CASTLE, Barbflra W., 7 7
MARSHALL, £lt«nS., 77
l(tsiitut«ol fcwropean Studies.Durhun
P E B E t R A , Andrea, 78
694 Salon Street
St. Aldan's College
O'NBILL M E M O R I A L T H E A T R B iNSTITUTfi
Teaneck, New Jersey 074M
Unlversllyol Durham
101 Oreat Hack Rd r , W*Ur(ord, C»nn, 04111
Durham, ENGLAND
COWAN, June H.« ' 7 *
MASSEY,
Andrea,'77
Sweet
fUmr
Junior
Year in France
PAGE,EtlrfltitfhL.. 74
tBurloioh Court, C 5
3J,ruedeFieuru5
R I L E Y , Philip D,,'77
Newark, Dniawnre 19711
J50M Paris, FRANCE
MEYER, H, COnrad,'77
i.omlgn School of Economics
bARTMOUTH C O L L E O B , Hanover, Naw H i m p i h l r t c m s
950fl5tenionAvtnue
Houghton Sireet
MORRIS,ScotIA,,77 .
Ptilla
London 5CJA JAE, ENGLAND
S I M O N , Gflle P., 77
irntitulcrjl European Stud'cs-London
WAL.ERYSZAK, ParneU A., 77 EHInman Box *W1
MORTELL, Benn«lt B., 77
Gernmn YMCA. Lancaster Hall Hold
SOfl Siraffieid Road
W E R T H E I M . M » r y A., 77JHinman Box ?M0),
3S Craven Terrace
fa irfleid. Connecticut 0U04
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLfEOE, So. H * d l 0 ¥ , Mass. 01075
GERCHMAN, Mark C , 77 (College P.O.)
London W. 2. ENGLAND
SMITH COLLEGE, Northampton, Massachusetts 10UD
OSUR,Michael A , 77
InMituleo' European Studies Durham
IWPaimBrslon Road
DIXON;Meredllh H., 77
Universityol Durham
Rochester, New York 144IB
M A C K E N Z I E , Hilary, -n (Hopkini A J
Old Shire Hail
MELEDANDR I, Nina B., HI
Durham, ENGLAND
PAPPS,JanflL,,'77
WELLESLEY COILEOE, WeflaMey, Masiachuiem 03111
P mtay House, Cameron Parh
F(jr«t Road
Edinburgh University
DOYLE, Gail C , 71
AAHIH, Massachusetts 03054
Edinburgh EH14-SCOTLAND
MAINHARDT, Meredith G., '77 (Tower Court East)
POSMAN,CllllordL.,77
Institute o* European Studies Paris
ti6l Boulevard
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, MFdtfletown. Conn. 0«457
77, rue Daguerre
Weat Hsrttord, Connecticut 06U9
BORYK, Stephonfe J,, 7 i
73014 Paris. FRANCE
PLOUGH, Carol M , 77
6RAYTON, Leslie, 77
Institute of European Studies.Par's
COHEN,Nsncye.,'78
77, rue Dagi/erre
Wrighlstown, Pennsylvania 1I94Q
CROSS. Etlen M., 77 (Box 44)
74014 Paris, FRANCE
PORTON, Richard M , 77
£RLER,Letllla,77
School of Gnohsh and American Studies
3 Flint Street
HOM, Jeanne L., 77 (Box 587)
University of Easi AnflU"
Chitlmiford, Mauachutetls 01B14
KAWAMUHA, Kalhy J., '74 (COX J » )
Norwich NR4 7TJ.ENGLAND
SPtCBRiCharit* E, ( Jr., 77
KOCHANOW5KY, Douoloa, 74
Hamilfon Junior Year In France
4J1 Rock Road
KUHN, Marian, 77 (BOK « » )
'
Reid Halt. 4 rue de Chevreuse
O'CONNOR, Nancy C , 77 (Box U)
Glen Rock, New Jert«yO74»
Paris Via, FRANCE
ROH, Amoi B,, 7B (&OK «0)
.
StfSS(!R,PelerA. r 77
institute o' European StudcieiVlennfl
STliRKEN, C*rt, '77 (Box 901
Frayung 4, Palais K'nsky
v
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, WllllimifOwn, M i U . <)]U7
AlOIOVienna
1,AUSTRIA
River slde^Connectlcul 04878
BLDRIDGE, Lind. L., 78 (31J Milts Armstrong House)
Drew University Program
TAMONEY, Andrew A., 77
:
JERV6Y. Gabriaife W.. 77, US Pitch Houst)
Brussels, BELGIUM
47 Sterner Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut 04107
Intensive Sluu r under professor c. McKet In
TELLER, Daniel C , "77
Unlversilyof Bristol, Bristol, England
ConnecticutStateLe»Ulatlvt internship Proaram
Mailing: Churchill noli
7099 Winding Way
_fhlern
te«liUt<ir«iKtDUtrlci
Stoke Park Road
Cincinnati, Oh to 4513*
Berry, DonaldS.,'77
Rep.
VirginiaM.
Connolly.
Simspury
Bristol SS9IJG, ENGLAND
Cohen, MkhaeiH.,7fl
Stale University ofNY./
SenatorLouts s. Cutlllo, Wafer bury WEINTHAL,
, , t M , , , , „ . . , Patricia
r H ,,,.., J., 77
PeFIHppit/LlviaR,,7S
Brokwrf Program
Rep. Christopher Shays, Stamford fl»GeHYM.urg Strttl
Jatja, Waller W., jr., 77
Copenhagen, DENMARK
Senator Joseph W. Schwartz, E«iton PliUburgh, Pennsylvania I51W
O'Brien, Michael T., 74
Institute of European studies-vienn*
Rep. Joseph S, Coatsworth, Cromwell WINNARO, Kim B,. 77
Lewis, Simon, 77
Freyong
4, Palais KlnJky
Rnp. Thorn Serranl, slamlord u Loring Road
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Hendel Edits
Bestseller

t> *
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Peter Crosby and "friend" pursuing academics during Finals Week. The "friend" usually
resides in the "Chatterbox."
Photo by Steve Roberts

Beds Go Begging
"There are more empty beds on
campus than ever before," according to Elinor Tilles, Assistant
Dean for College Residences.
The college has the capacity to
house
approximately
1416
students, but only 1335 spaces
(94%) are presently filled. According to Tilles, this is due to
several factors: 1) a small freshman class, 2) a large number of
students graduating mid-year, 3) a
large number of students participating in off-campus programs.
Tilles explained that the number
of students leaving Trinity, for
whatever reason, did not equal the
number of returning students.
In cooperation with the Dormitory Improvement Committee,
Tilles has proposed a number of
changes to improve living conditions on campus. Budget
requests include provisions for
greater social programming,
greater control of noise and vandalism, and additional amenities

such as quiet studies, lounges, and
kitchenettes in the dorms.
Tilles also hopes to see the formation of a French language
dormitory and an International
house. Students living in these
areas would be assigned rooms
prior to the lottery and would reenter the lottery in the middle of
their class, with standing
equivalent to that of students who
had lived off-campus.
The realization of the proposed
changes depends on the decision of
the budget committee, according
to Tilles. Tilles added that she
wishes to thank all of the people on
the Dormitory Improvement
Committee for their time and effort.
Tilles anticipates no major
changes in the housing process for
this year. She hopes to provide a
clearer description of the
procedures to alleviate confusion.
According to Tilles, the
possibility of making all rooming

selections final is being considered. It is hoped that this would
prevent cheating in the process,
and reduce the high volume of
room changes following the lottery.
Last year, according to Tilles,
her office
processed approximately 250 room changes
after room selection. Tilles said,
"People should be informed and
make a decision."
The Resident Assistant Selection
process is now underway. Tilles
urges all interested freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors to apply.
Applications are available in the
Office of Student Services and at
Mather Front Desk. Students must
apply by February 10. Tilles has
requested that all R.A.'s receive a
salary, but no decision will be
made until later in the spring.
Currently, no salary is being offered.

Pub Problems
Trinity College's proposed
rathskellar has once again been hit
by legal difficulties. The problem
concerns whom the Connecticut
State Liquor Authority will accept
as the permittee of the license.
Previously, Ellen Mulqueen,
dean of Student Services, and
Thomas Smith, Vice-President,
were listed on the application for
the license to sell liquor on camPus. According to Mulqueen, after
Passing half-way through the
licensing procedure, the application was refused on the
grounds that Smith could not be
listed as a backer.
An investigation was then
launched to see how other colleges
•>ad been able to overcome this
problem.
The investigation showed that
the power of attorney would have
to be given to the backer by the

college Board of Trustees. Jim
Essey of the S.G.A. said that this
was being done presently by
George Starkey, President of the
Board of Trustees. Also, President
Theodore Lockwood and Vicepresident Thomas Smith were
being given the power of attorney
for Trinity in the matter.
If this finally solves the problems
concerning the license, the college
would then ask permission of the
state Liquor Authority to operate a
temporary pub in the Red Room of
the Mather Dining complex. If this
action is approved, Dean Mulqueen
believes that the temporary pub
would be able to open before Spring
Vacation, nightly from 7 to 12. The
pub would operate until the permanent Rathskellar is opened next
semester in the completely
redesigned lower floor of Mather
Hall.

Waskow-iri-7"

r

Art Waskow, a controversial
writer and speaker, will be
residing at Trinity (Feb. 3 - 7)
trough a co-sponsored program
°y the American Studies Department and Trinity Hillel.
Wednesday, February
4,
Waskow will speak on the Middle
£ast
in a talk simply titled "Middle
^ a st This will be held in McCook
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
rhursday, February 5, Waskow
speak on behalf of the
\ c a n S t u d i e s Program. This
will
A. j . also
,
"«.± be
W« held
11C1U in
111 McCook
IVlCVyUUK.
torhim att 88 p.m. and
d iis entitled
titld
wjoitorium
^centennial".
A dinner (and service) will be
10 o n
Friday night with Waskow

in Hamlin Hall at 5:30 p.m. The
cost of dinner will be $2 to cover the
expenditure for the kosher meat.
To allow a more accurate
estimate, please RSVP to box 1186
or box 672 by Tuesday, February 3
if you intend to attend.
For those who cannot afford the
cost of Friday dinner, or have no
time, there will be a brunch on
Saturday, February 7 at 10:30 a.m.
also in Hamlin Hall. While there is
no charge for this event, Hillel
would appreciate an RSVP to its
box (mark "Hillel" on the envelope) by Wednesday, February 4
so we could have an indication of
how much food to order.

A Trinity College professor is one
of the best selling editors in the
United States. This month, Dr.
Samuel Hendel's book "Basic
Issues of American Democracy"
will go into its eighth edition, with
total sales approaching 400,000
copies. The publisher estimates
that one out of every five colleges
in the country have adopted
Hendel's text.
This textbook, with its reasoned
analyses of opposing or variant
positions on the fundamental
values, conflicts and persistent
issues of American democracy and
politics, broke new ground with its
initial publication in 1948 when it
was co-edited by Hillman M.
Bishop, who had been Hendel's
teacher at The City College of New
York. Indicative of the book's
popularity and wide appeal is the
statement of the political science
editor of Prentice-Hall who as
early as March 1971 wrote Hendel,
"You may be staggered at the
ization that since the book's
al publication in March 1948 it
has sold approximately 338,000
copies. You're getting right up
there along with Dr. Spock and the

Bible."
Included in the hundreds of institutions which adopted Basic
Issues are Columbia, Berkeley
Oberlin,
Yale,
Vanderbilt!
U.C.L.A.,
University
of
Massachusetts,
Wisconsin,
William and Mary and, even before
Hendel arrived on the scene
Trinity.

Distinguished scholars have
commented very favorably on the
book. Sidney Hook, for example,
wrote that it was "far and away the
best in its field." J. Roland Pennock calls it "one of the very best
collections of readings on
American government."
Faced with these encomiums.
Sam Hendel will only go so far as to
say that "I guess it was the first
book of its kind to deal in an issue-1
oriented fashion with the affair. ;
and theory of government,"

Pill Safe?

The new edition of the book deals
with such recent controversies as
the balancing of power after
Watergate, compensatory or
preferential treatment in employment and education, the
fundamental premises and goals of
American foreign policy including
detente, and how pluralistic and
successful America really is.

For more than ten years,
manufacturers of the birth control
pill have used the statements of an
assistant professor at the Harvard
Medical School to discredit the
worries of others about the medical
safety of synthetic estrogens.
But recently, the physician,
Robert Kistner, has withdrawn his
blessing, admitting that his earlier
statements "cannot be substantiated." Kistner said in an
interview with the Washington
Post that the first studies had indeed shown a "statistically
significant" relationship between
use of the pill and abnormal blood
clotting, but not a cause-effect
relationship,
Kistner said he had cooperated
with pill manufacturers because of
his beliefs, not for any financial
consideration. But now Kistner
does not want to be associated with
any pharmaceutical houses. "I
don't want to be an authority
anymore," Kistner said.

Coming to Trinity in ]9fi9 as
visiting professor, Hendel was
appointed chairman of the political
science department the following
year and served in that capacity
until mid-1973. He has long been
active in the American Civil
Liberties Union and currently is
vice chairman. He practiced law in
New York City for ten years before
receiving his doctorate from
Columbia in 1948, the year Basic
Issues was published.
Professor Hendel is also the
author of Charles Evans Hughes
and the Supreme Court and of a
number of scholarly articles. He
has taught in the graduate
faculties of the City University of
New York, Columbia University
and at the Claremont Graduate
School. During the Fall term he
taught a course at the University of
Connecticut Law School in the first
professorial "exchange
arrangement between the two
institutions.

PIRG Publishes Pamphlets
As a contributing member of
ConnPIRG ($2 per semester), you
have a right to know what ConnPIRG has' done with your money.
Well, in answer, ConnPIRG has
done a lot of things—the complaint
center, free legal aid, student and
consumer lobbying, etc.
But the subject of this article,
and certainly one of the most
helpful of ConnPIRG's activities, is
ConnPIRG's consumer guides. The
following are brief descriptions of
some of the ConnPIRG projects
now available free of charge to
Trinity students and faculty. If you
would like any, simply clip the
coupon, circle your choice(s), and
mail it to either Box 1597 or Box
1188.
HOW TO SET UP A DAY CARE
CENTER—A manual designed to
enumerate some of the necessary
procedures for developing a day
care program in Connecticut and
to provide resource information
regarding funding. Includes information on types of centers,
community involvement, state
funds and regulations, developing
the budget, and the staff. (9 pages)
HOW TO BUY LIFE INSURANCE—An explanation of the
various components of life insurance policies, the difference
between whole life and term, and a
cost comparison table of forty
major companies. (13 pages)
STOP SEX ROLE
STEREOTYPES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION—A handbook
designed to help parents and
teachers cope with the problems of
sex-role stereotypes in elementary

school textbooks. (78 pages)
A BUYER'S GUIDE TO CAR
INSURANCE—Necessary and
optional coverages, and a cost
comparison for a "model type"
student with nine of the largest
automobile insurers in Connecticut. (10 pages)
THE NURSING HOME—An indepth investigation of nursing
homes in Connecticut conducted by
ConnPIRG last year, which was
largely responsible for the creation
of a special legislative committee
to study the problems of nursing
homes. (81 pages)
A REPORT ON DAY CARE IN
CONNECTICUT-A study of, the
availability of day care in different
parts of the state and suggestions
on specific areas which need at-

tention and funding. (17 pages)
AUTO REPAIR RIGHTS-A brief
picture of rights and remedies at
the garage, including contract
principles and addresses of people
who can help (4 pages)
YOUR GUIDE TO SMALL
CLAIMS COURT"AND LEGAL
SERVICES—How to use Small
Claims to the consumer's advantage, where to get legal
assistance, and court addresses. (8
pages)
A GUIDE TO BANKING IN
HARTFORD—Includes checking,
savings, and loans. (8 pages)
DOCTOR'S
DIRECTORY—Helpful information on
rates, services, and areas of expertise for doctors centered in
Storrs and Willimantic.

FREE TO TRINITY STUDENTS

—circle your choices —

Mail to:
Stan Goldlch Box 1597
Steve Kayman Box 1188
1. HOW TO SET U P A DAY CARE CENTER
2. HOW TO BUY LIFE INSURANCE
3. STOP SEX ROLE STEREOTYPES IN
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
4. A BUYER'S GUIDE TO CAR INSURANCE
5. THE NURSING HOME
6. A REPORT ON DAY CARE IN CONNECTICUT
7. AUTO REPAIR RIGHTS
8. YOUR GUIDE TO SMALL CLAIMS COURT AND LEGAL SERVICES
9. A GUIDE TO BANKING IN HARTFORD
10. DOCTOR'S DIRECTORY FOR STORRS AND WILLIMANTIC
Available soon! Request one now,and you'll receive a copy when it's
released,
1. A CITIZEN'S EVALUATION OF CABLE TELEVISION
2. "THE TENANT'S HANDBOOK"
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arts and criticism

Three Dance Perspectives
Part One:

Review of Hartford Ballet
Chamber Ensemble

by Emily Twaddell
I sometimes get the feeling that
Trinity tends to ignore dance and
that the dance department tends to
ignore ballet. Last Saturday night
the Hartford Ballet Chamber
Ensemble, composed of apprentices to the professional
Hartford Ballet, presented a series
of works in both classical and
contemporary
ballet.
This
program, attended by an audience
mainly of non-Trinity people and
rather few Trinity dancers, was
the first of a variety of concepts in
dance to be presented at Trinity
between January 24 and February
7.
The group gave a fairly skilled
presentation of very different
kinds of ballet, providing a
painless exposure to what many
still consider a stiff, restricted, and
rather- boring sort of dance.
Michael Uthoff's piece "Concerto
Grosso" used the stereotypic type
of classical ballet movement in a
humorous way, almost as a take-

HARTFORD, Conn.--In celebration of the tenth
anniversary of the Austin Arts Center at Trinity
College a program entitled "Three Dance Perspectives" is being presented on Saturday, January 24;
Friday, January 30 and Saturday, February 7. All
performances will be in the James L. Goodwin Theatre
at 8:15 p.m. The series is on a subscription basis but
tickets are available for individual performances.
The program includes the Hartford Ballet Chamber
Ensemble, the Roxanne Dance Foundation and Jennifer Muller and the Works.

were not professionals, but neither
were they amateurs. Occasionally
one could see the tremendous effort required of a ballet dancer,
which one does not see in a more
experienced performer. It was a
chance for Trinity students to see
peers working towards a goal,
much as many here are who are
interested in the arts. In addition,
Trinity people themselves gained
experience in the technical aspects
by Ti' Maun Southworlh
of dance production and in working
As the second part of Three attitude. One of the most important
with an outside group. .
Dance Perspective, the Roxanne
On January 30 and February 7 Dance Foundation, Inc., is concerns of the dancers is to give
will be the remaining two of the presenting five pieces on Friday, all their movements the time they
Three Dance Perspectives offered: January 30, at 8:15. This per- need to unfold. Implicit in this
The Roxanne Dance Foundation formance will be of special interest concern is the belief that .each
and Jennifer Muller and the to the Trinity Community as two of piece has its own requirements of
Works. Hopefully more people, and its dance instructors, Wendy mood and time that organically
not just the dancers and theatre Perron and Stephanie Woodard are affect the differing results. A great
deal of attention is given to detail.
arts majors, will take advantage of performing.
which draws the audience towards
this great opportunity to open their
an appreciation of small spaces,
eyes to the celebration of BACKGROUND:
and allows the beauty of otherwise
movement.
Founded in 1973 by Wendy un-noticed detail to gain its
Perron and Risa Jaroslow (who is necessary importance within the
also a Trinity dance instructor), dances. Patience is another quality
the Roxanne Dance Foundation which (he dancers use to achieve
has
always
emphasized their desired effect. As Perron
collaboration in working out their stated, "Our work during the
dances. During the three years of twelve hours of Sky Report helped
existence the company has per- to teach us patience and care."
formed- at the University of
Chicago, Antioch, Oberlin, Trinity,
The musical for this group of
as well as numerous performances dances
are original compositionsin*»6w York City. Recently, the by Peter
Zumrno. He is an
company has been involved in unusually versatile
and
celebrating the start of each new trombone player andcomposer
has
created
a
season with dance lasting twelve wide range of sounds using
hours. Trinity will recall that trombone, synthesizer, and conga .
during the Fall Equinox the first for the dances. Perron says simperformance was held here under ply, "his music is hauntingly
the title, Sifting. For the Winter
Solstice a performance was given beautiful."
in New York City entitled Sky
Zummo has spent three years
Report. They plan to celebrate the
Spring Equinox at Bard College in with the rock group Sunship, has a
Masters in Music c
New York.
(Psychoacoustics) from Wesleyan,
and is presently preparing for solo
performance in Hartford.
FRIDAY'S PERFORMANCE:
Four of the pieces to be performed Friday night have been
The fifth piece to ne performed .is
developed as spin-offs from the the trio BMW by Perron and two
dance that occurred during Sky guest dancers from the Boston
Report, the fifth being a trio based Mass Movement Dance
choreographed separately by Collective, Martha Armstrong
Wendy Perron,
Grey and Beth Soli. .In contrast to
the others the piuce is very
The pieces include two duets theatrical, It is involved with
entitled Veldt and Scescenc, immediately different concerns, it
performed by Stephanie Woodard is a piece about performing. The
Ballet Company and abroad with
For information concerning the and Annette LaRocque, and a solo accompaniment
is by the rock
the Nederlands Danse Theatre series call the Austin Arts Center by Woodard, Prelude to the composer, Lou Reed.
which presented her full length at 527-8062.
Rocking Dance. Perron will perwork "Strangers" during the 1975
form Cassiopea as a solo to comHolland festival.
The concert is given visual
plete the sequence. She has chosen
The Works is a newly formed
the name because she will be continuity by the costumes which
company combining the talents of1
Annette LaRocque will give a dancing the path of the con- were i created specially for this
young dancers drawn from con
workshop on contact Im- stellation Cassiopea as it occurs in concert by Amneris. Eachdance is
temporary and classical dance as provisation Thursday, January 29 the sky the night of the per- costumtfd entirely in black or
well as the theatre. Their New at 4:00 in Seabury 9. No dance formance.
white.
York City debut is scheduled for experience is necessary, although
Tickets are available by calling
mid February as participants in participation will be limited to 20
the Austin Arts Center, or at the
As
a
group
these
dances
are
the . four-week Dance Umbrella people.
characterized by a continuity in door.
Series,

off, to provide the audience and the
dancers with a chance to relax and
warm up. A pas-de-deux followed
which made effective use of music
and costume as well as some
kaliedoscopic
effectics
in
movement, although the theme
was an overplayed one. The contemporary pieces, "particularly
"Meatwaves" had some innovative elements including
pantomime. It was interesting to
see how ballet dancers fared in
modern movement; much of the
solid control needed for classical
was still present in the new pieces.
This type of control can interfere
with execution of much "modern"
movement, coming off as stiffness,
but most of the time the dancer's
strength and sense of line was an
asset. As contrast to the other
dances we saw, a piece by Jose
Limon was a good exposure to the
strong theatrical aspect of ballet,
in the telling of a story with
character dancing.
It was obvious that the dancers

Part Two

^

Part Three

Jennifer Muller for the past eight
years has been principal dancer
for the Jose Limon Dance Company. During this period she also
collaborated with the Louis Falco
Dance Company as
choreographer, principal dancer
and associate artistic director. Her
choreography has been included in
the repertoire of the Utah
Repertory Theatre, the Hartford
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by Robert Gibson

In Memoriam: Paul Robson

The great Paul Robeson, actor, singer,
scholar-activist, is dead at 77. For more
than a generation now, the name of one of
America's greatest theatrical and concert
artists has been shunned and excluded from
most history books. While foreign nations
highly acclaimed his artistic genious, this
child of a fugitive slave lived without sifficient honor in the land of his birth during
the last 27 years of his life. He died in
Philadelphia, where he had lived in selfimposed seclusion for more than a decade,
last Friday, almost forgotten and unknown.
Today most Americans neither know of his
name and fame, nor of the tragic destruction of his career in America-one of the
most contemptible occurrences in American
history.
Paul Robeson was born in Princeton, New
Jersey on April 9,1898. In 1919, he graduated
Phi Beta Kappa from Rutgers University,
where he won twelve varsity letters in four
sports. Robeson was named an AilAmerican football player for 1917-1918. He
received a law degree from Columbia
University in 1923. For a short while he
joined a prominent New York law firm, but
quit when he sensed that the senior partners
viewed him as a token Black. Robeson then
turned to a theatrical career.
Robeson's first notable appearance on the
stage was in 1924 in Eugene O'Neill's "All
God's Chillun Got Wings." In 1925 he gave
his first concert in New York, consisting
solely of Afro-American spirituals-the first
time such a repertoire had been presented
on the formal stage. His acting performances became less frequent as he increased his concert and radio appearances.
In 1927 he began a twelve year concert tour
of Europe, spreading the Afro-American
spirituals and folk songs. He returned to the
United States in 1939, after a highly successful tour.
Robeson's most famous theatrical performances were his portrayals of Othello in
London in 1930 and in New York in 1943,
where the play ran for 296 performances-an
all-time record for a Shakespearean play on
Broadway. Robeson starred in ten major
plays and ten motion pictures. In 1944 he
was awarded the Donaldson Award for the
best acting performance for that year, and
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences' Gold Medal for best diction in
American theater.
During the 1930s and 1940s, Robeson was
one of the most famous Blacks in the United
denounced all forms of racism in the
of the Black liberation movement Robeson
denounced all forms of pracism in the

However, in 1958, the Supreme Court ruled
that the State Department had no authority
to demand a political affidavit as a
prerequisite to issuing a passport. Robeson
and his wife went to England where they
were welcomed and honored. Robeson
remained in Europe until 1963 when he
returned to the United States.

Paul Robeson in 1927.
United States, and called for federal anti-lynching legislation. He was
respected internationally and his just criticisms of the American
government made him a prime target of the McCarthy witch hunts of the
1950s.
Although Robeson was regarded as a great singer and actor, he was a
"nigger" to American society. While in Europe, however, Robeson and
his wife experienced no color prejudice-a marked contrast to his experience in America. Europeans respected him as an artist, a man, and a
human being. It was in the Soviet Union that Robeson said he experienced
his greatest sense of personal freedom and respect.
What, then, was the crime that Robeson committed that caused
America to rebuke her native son?
At a Peace Congres held in Paris in 1949, Robeson spoke briefly before
thousands of cheering delegates from seventy-eight nations. Robeson
said that he did not believe that Black workers, dragged into an imperialistic war, would fight white workers-even if they were Russians!
He said that his people wanted peace and "would never fight the Soviet
Union."
The United States State Department and the press then rallied their
forces to indict Paul Robeson for treason. They denigrated his honor and
dignity. He was branded a subversive and a communist. Many influential
Blacks denounced him. The NAACP shunned him. His crimes were that
he praised the Soviet Union, advocated world peace instead of war, and
demanded human and civil rights for Black Americans.
Robeson becanie a victim of America's Darkest Age~the era of McCarthyism. After 1949, concert halls across the nation refused rental to
Robeson. Neither radio nor television was allowed to think of presenting
him. At a rally, an angry mob tried to lynch him. His American career
was virtually wiped out. In 1950, the U.S. State Department refused to
issue him a passport. He was barred-from lea ving the country because he
refused to fill out an affidavit which questioned hjs political affiliations
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Paul Robeson could have become a
millionaire. His name could have been
highly honored in America. However, he
refused to sell his soul for false fame and
filthy lucre. He surrendered thousands of
dollars a night for his moral and political
convictions. This Americans could not
understand. Robeson dared to think and
speak and do what he thought to be right.
despite charges of pro-communist sympathies from the U.S.' State Department." He
refused to be cowered into silence or
compromise. World peace, justice for the
poor and oppressed, and the brotherhood 'of
all men are what Robeson advocated. For
standing up and proclaiming these principles to the world, a senseless and
deranged America denied Paul Robeson his
unalienable rights of life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness.
Toward the end of his life, some thinking
Americans honored him. Rutgers
University, which had disowned him, named
a student center in his honor. A chapter of
the National Football Foundation
nominated Robeson for induction into the
Hall of Fame. In 1972 the National Urban
Leagues' first annual Whitney M. Young
Memorial Award was given to Robeson for
his pioneering civil rights efforts.
Despite these efforts to honor Robeson.
America must hang her head in endless
shame for her treatment of a world citizen
who spoke out for the cause of oppressed
people everywhere. W.E.B. DuBois best summarized the tragedy of Paul Robeson
when he said: "Yethe fought the good fight;
he was despised and rejected of men; a man
of sorrows and acquainted with grief and we
hid as it were our faces from him; he was
despised and we esteemed him not."
Robeson rests. He lived and died a proud
Black man.
Robert A. Gibson
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Editorials
MHBOG Reorganized
The Tripod applauds the SGA's action on the Budget
committee's recommendation to reorganize the Mather
Board of Governor's. MBOG has long been in need of a
structure that would act as a check and balance system
to counter its often irresponsible use of allocated funds
and its failure to provide for the broad scope of interests
represented by the Trinity community. It is hoped that
the new plan will cause students, with diverse interests,
to seek positions on MBOG, thus incorporating a
presently alienated sector of the student body into
student government.
Membership in an organization bears responsibility
as well as priviledge. Those who serve on MBOG have a
responsibility to place the interests of the student body
over their own special interests, on their list of
priorities. Attending two meetings a week should be
viewed as a part of the obligations of the MBOG
member. Informality is fine as long as it does not breed
irresponsibility. Reviewing MBQG's actions over the
past semester shows irresponsibility to have been the
rule,
The Tripod also agrees with Dave Lee's statement
that as students, "you have the right and the obligation
to find out what they (the SGA) are going to do with your
money." It is felt that the MBOG reorganization is a step
towards rekindling student interest in student government. And the student body is urged to make their interests known to MBOG.
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Television: Intellectual Medium

by Chico and The Man
The word on the campus is that
television is no longer for cretins or
suburban soap opera cultists.
This was the overwhelming
conclusion of a comprehensive two
month study commissioned by
President Lockwood to determine
intellectual values at Trinity
College.
"We saw little evidence of intellectual activity beyond the
classroom," says the recently
disclosed report, "but on a given
night while a scanty twenty-five
per cent of the student body attempt to decipher Marx or
Heidegger, the other seventy-five
per cent are huddled around
popcorn poppers
anxiously
awaiting the outcome of 'Ellery
Queen.'"
When asked to comment on this
conclusion, Dean Spencer said that
he refused to believe the study's
authenticity.
The study further revealed that
of this large viewing public, only a
small minority are television
specialists. That is a person who
practices disgression in what he
watches. Generally, he falls into
one of three groups,
The first, and perhaps the most
prominent, is the student who
engages in watching athletic
events like the World Series or the
Super Bowl.

The second group are those way it was 200 years years ago'
students whose interest in commercials."
television is either political or
And there has been more than
educational. Generally, they tune one student who has tuned in to
in to Connecticut Public Television "Days of Our Lives" (three tears
to view such programs as "Up- in Time Magazine) and gone on to
stairs, Downstairs," or "Theatre Oxford for a post-graduate degree,
in America," or "Jennie."
One fraternity brother boasts
And the third group are those that he has solved the senior
students who like to think of male's perennial question "How to
themselves as patriots. They tune talk to a freshman woman" by
in to whichever network is memorizing Grocho Marx quiz
broadcasting a "Bicentiennial shows.
Special" like "Elinor and
Television is even rekindling the
Franklin," or Carl Sandburg's lost student activisim of the '60's.
"Lincoln,"
One disgruntled activist has been
The vast majority of Trinity's circulating a petition to remove all
viewing public, however, are not afternoon classes which conflict
specialists, according to the study. with Soap Operas like "As the
Their tastes cross or otherwise World Turns" or "The Edge of
ignore the boundaries noted above. Night."
In short, they know no distinctions
"Like it or not," the study
and disgression is not a part of concluded, "television, object of
their vocabulary.
praise and criticism, subject for
The report was quick to note that psychiatrists and psychoanalists,
television and academic grade is here within the ivory towers."
reports were not contradictory. In
some cases, the report said,
President Lockwood, after
television was found to solve in- carefully reading the report,
tellectual and social dilemmas.
suggested that college entrance
examinations include various
One American Studies major crossword puzzles from TV Guide.
interviewed by the research group
Me also recommended to the
.stated tnat "I researched my Board of Trustees that Trinity
twenty-nine page term paper by retain its own television columnist
constantly flicking the channels for and consultant to keep pace with
bicentennial reports of 'That's the national trends.

Angola Vs. The Media
by Mac Margolis
There is a widespread tendency
to view the Angolan conflict in an
historical vacuum--as a sort of
spontaneous, 3-way, tug-of-war
fueled by foreign aggression.
Stemming from this myopia, there
seems to be two basic trends in the
American media regarding
Angola. The first depicts Angola in
unabashedly
cold-war
terminology. Purportedly, Russia and
Cuba, seizing upon the political
strife in the African county, are
busily working to turn Angola into
a new communist colony. Even
many liberals, opposed to U.S.
intervention, are still bothered by
the armed presence of socialist
nations. What about the Russians?
is the nagging question.
In nearly every liberation
struggle for the last 40 years, the
"Communists" (that supposed
monolithic entity) were charged
with trying to establish satelites,
Joseph McCarthy, in March, 1950,
asserted that the success of the
Chinese revolution was not due to
popularity, but was essentially a
conquest of Soviet Russia. This
interpretation was accepted,
patented, and invoked by Govt.
officials for years. It didn't matter
of course that, all the while
Russian and China were bitter
enemies.
The North Vietnamese were also
indicted by many as puppets of
China or Russia (our leaders
couldn't decide which). The fact
was ignored that the Vietnamese
had been fighting for their own
liberation for 100's of years, and
weren't about to accept foreign
domination after ousting the
French and the U.S.
What about the Russians? In an
interview published in the New
York Times, Agosthino Neto,
leader of the MPLA, responded to
this precise question: "All
throughout the struggle against
Portugese Colonialism and all the
time we were subject to exploitation, oppression and the
worse brutalities, Mr. Kissinger
had absolutely nothing . to say.
Even at that time, the Soviet Union
was helping us by sending supplies
of arms for our liberation struggle
and for this we are very grateful."
Not only was the United States
silent about Portugese oppression,
we were actively involved in aiding
the Portugese in their colonial
efforts.
The second trend in the media
states that Angola is essentially a
civil war-a spat amongest
Africians. Ideological differences

between the vying groups are
ignored; again, the conflict
becomes frozen in time and space,
yet once again, history offers many
analogies. Vietnam was labelled by many American liberals - as a
civil war. It was unimportant that
we inherited the war from the
French colonialists, and supported
a native elite installed by the
French with no popular support.
Well, in Angola the interim
government collapsed shortly after
Portugal establised it. The U.S.
found itself supporting, not the
status quo. as in Vietnam, but, the
two nationalist armies (UNITA
and FNLA) The U.S. spouting
rhetoric about , democracy and
freedom, formed an alliance with
racist South Africa.
But the Vietnam analogy seems
to be a faulty one. Indeed, weren't
the two nationalist organizations

also fighiting against the Portugese? An article in The New
World Review (Sept. '75) describes
th'e backgrounds of all three
"liberation" movements.
According to this magazine,
Unita (the U.S., South African
backed faction) is an organization
"historically supported by British
capital, and for five years had
collaborated with the Portugense
colonial army against the MPLA ..
Furthermore, Daniel Chipenda
was expelled from the MPLA in
March of 1975 for an attempted
coup within the organization,
Shortly afterwards, Chipenda,
Holden Roberto (PNLA head), and
Savimbi (leader of Unita) attempted to seize power in Angola,
Their plan was to eliminate
Agosthino Neto. (These are the two
(('ont'd (in page in

letters
R.I.P. Needs
Volunteers

opportunity to investigate their
own capabilities and limitations.
Thanks to another former
Trinity student and VISTA worker,
Nancy Sargon, project R.I.P. has
To the Editor:
grown considerably in the past five
A few years back, Marc Pappas, months. Unfortunately, however,
a former Trinity student, there is a serious shortage of
organized a volunteer program volunteers who are able to drive
which helped to bring the outside and have cars. As a driver myself,
world into the confines of Mid- I can assure anyone who might be
dletown's Whiting Forensic In- interested in lending his or her
stitute. Whiting is a state facility services in this respect that the
for "the diagnosis and treatment of college has been more than fair in
certain mentally ill offenders." reimbursing me every two weeks
Despite the fact that institutions for expenses. A school vehicle is
like Whitney are a relatively available provided that we find an
modern phenomenon, using some administrator or member of the
of the more progressive forms of faculty to drive it, This is a frantic
therapy, there are still many, appeal to those members of the
many lonely patients who are Trinity community who want to
greatly in need of simple com- help others.
panionship. ,
If you don't have a car, but would
"Project R.I.P. (Rehabilitation
in Prisons) was created by Trinity like to volunteer anyway, we would
students who believe that a love to have you. The program is necessary part of rehabilitation slowly becoming more specialized
lies in bringing some of the outside and we are especially interested in
world into an otherwise closed hearing from students who might
institutional environment." For a be able to teach the patients how to
couple of hours each week student cook, write, play musical involunteers visit Whiting where struments and so on, Your serthey share stories, problems, and vices would really be appreciated.
other kinds of ideas with the For more information, contact
patients.
This
"friendship Debbie Sikkel (PO Box 623), 525therapy" has proved to be a 8301 Lisa Gillette (P.O. Box
wonderful spirit-lifter for the in- 132/246-3260, or Nancy Sargon (246stitution's inhabitants while giving 0749)
the Trinity students an excellent
Ben Thompson'78.
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Welcome To '76

I UNDERSTAND HIS SKI INSTRUCTOR IS ALSO HIS CAMPAIGN MANAGER!

by Seth Price
AH rise for the National Anthem.
A toast to the two hundredth birthday of your country. A moment
of silence for Washington, Lincoln,
et al and Welcome to 1976. But
first, my friends, a look back at
1975 seems appropriate.
It was quite a year. For me, it
topped all the others. High school
ended and college began. I spent
my summer in a barbaric sweat
shop, with a combination owner
and foreman who resembled a
Neanderthal man, putting pens
together (that's right—I was part
of a human assembly line)... quite
an experience. I had two romances
(please notice the past tense) and I
got my license <The great day
occurred on January 30. My
bondage was at an end). In
general, it was a fun year. (What
else can be said for the senior year
in high school? As a matter of fact,
what can be said for high school?)

The Paradox of Passing Time
by Kron O'Midder
It is winter. The snow falls.
Trains are late. Planes never seem
to land. Summit Street becomes
littered with cars that will not
start. Many suggest hibernation.
j Some stay in bed. Two or three
hide in the library, A band of urban
guerillas try to keep warm through
assorted acts of arson. Alcoholism
increases as each bar becomes a
haven of warmth. The reddish
brown of Hartford turns into a
frosted gray. Inertia sets in.
Television cranks out sit-com
euphoria in neat half-hour
packages. Radio blares the newest
disco hit. A few believe that the
world will end before February -•
and the New York Times Magazine
gives them full coverage. Even the
t
v ,• lunchtime drinks of Aetna and
S* Merrill, Lynch feel a little pain. A
voice from nowhere whispers in
the dark: "everybody's cryin
mercy, but no one knows the1
meaning of the word."
Somewhere in the city, a person
thinks he heard the cryptic
message. Baffled by it, this person
writes an anonymous letter to the
editor. Though newspaper policy
does not allow for such letter to be
printed, the editor responds personally. Having established personal contact, the person begins to
tell a few friends about the
'message and the interest of the

editor. Not only does the sun shine
for a few days, but. the friends
decide to meet regularly and
discuss ways of breaking the
monotony.
At the first meeting, it is
suggested that the group work for
the election of a particular
presidential candidate for the
democratic party. After hours of
discussion, they decide that
elections are futile. The next week
is devoted to the hunger crisis, yet
they all agree that a form of
socialism is the answer. A person
rises and suggests that the
following discussion revolve
around effective tactics for
bringing about a revolution.
Before^ this meeting, the
members start to read intensively.
The works of Marx, Lenin,
Luxembourg, Bebel, Goldmann,
Luckas, and Stalin are read by one
half of the group; while the other
half concentrates on Mao, Che
Guevarra, Gramsci, Trotsky,
Krobotkyn, Fanon, and Cabral.
From the outset of this meeting,
discussion is crisp and energetic.
For weeks, the group struggles in
debate and conflict over the key
questions. Finally, the group
becomes split into two camps. A
special meeting is scheduled;
hopefully, consensus can be
reached. The need for unity (not
UNITA) is most evident.

A little over an hour into the
meeting, a proposal for reconciliation is offered. A little man, in
a gray pin-striped vest, stands up
and addresses his colleagues. He
tells them of his disgust with the
meaningless argument. He is tired
of hearing the same words spoken
over and over again. He stamps his
foot in order to show his emotion.
He cries for the group to unity
around a program of action. When
he finishes, someone rises to
denounce him as opportunist; but
this is blocked by a cry from the
chairperson, who calls upon the
little man to expand upon his
analysis. The little man rises
again, suggesting that a community phone line be installed.
For, he sees the need to establish
contact with the oppressed. The
majority of the members applaud
this suggestion. Another hour of
debate brings the meeting to a
consensus. A community hot line
will be established in order to meet
the revolutionary problems of the,
oppressed. The members decide to
call it: Dial E-C-T-I-C-A-L. At the
end of the meeting, funds are
collected. Within a month, the
phone is set up. Winter gives way
to spring. The group affiliates itself
with the United States Communist
Party.
As Spring moves into Summer, a
call has not yet been received; but

letters
Why 'Grin and Bear It?'
Dear Editor,
What would you think if you
heard someone yell "fire", you
walked out of your room to see the
entire hall filled with acrid white
smoke, and saw fellow students
choking and frightened? What
would you do?
When faced with this situation on
Saturday night, students on the,
third floor of Elton pulled the fire
alarm, believing there actually
was a fire, and not wanting to risk
the chance of undue destruction of
lives and property.
The anger.felt upon discovering
that
the "smoke" was from the fire
e
«mguisher and that the, whole
thing was a fraternity prank is
difficult
to describe. As a senior
a
nd an RA, I'm aware of the high
cost (in more than money) to the
I rintty and Hartford communities
inorbringing the fire department out
a false alarm, as well as the
le
&al
and
psychological
seriousness of the whole situation,
inis magnified my anger at the
-'"oughtless, immature actions
wnich caused fear, panic and the
setting off of the fire alarm in
klt
Several things particularly
ootner me about this situation on
Saturday evening. One is the
distorted view that what was bad
WoyUh wh.ole. thing was .that .the.

alarm was set ott, that someone
took the whole thing seriously. To
me, what was just as bad, if not
worse, were the precipitating
actions -- stupid, unnecessary and
inconsiderate ~ that led to making
people believe there really was a
fire. To my knowledge, it started
with excessive, unsettling noise
and disturbance for over half-anhour, followed by annoyed students
from Elton throwing water on the
fraternity noise-makers .- which.
ended up in some fraternity
members' impulsive act of
revenge of shooting off the fire
extinguisher.
Somehow the fraternity members forgot, or did not even consider, that there were people in the
building 1) who were not "in" on
the joke 2) who did not throw water
and did not realize what was going
on, 3) who did not know what fire
extinguisher exhaust looks like,
and that it can be mistaken for
smoke, and 4) who do not normally
expect such juvenile "pranks".
(Another surprising thing to me
was the assumption, afterwards,
by so many people, that the fire
alarm was also a prank!)
It would be a shame if the Trinity
campus should have to learn to

expect and condone series of actions like this. In the Trinity
College. Handbook, College
Regulation #20, it is stated that
"The (Trinity) community expects
its members to strive toward a
quality of human relations which
inspires a high regard for one
another as mature persons." This
expectation, in this instance,
clearly has been unfulfilled and its
conditions violated. However, it is
difficult to change people's immature beha vipr with angry letters
and words, and just as hard to
persuade many people to take
responsibility for Trinity as a
community^ " t h e i r " community.
This is not the first time in four
years that this type of behavior has
caused people's anger and sense of
justice to surface. For too long
students have had to "grin and
bear it" while their rights to
privacy and peace have been infringed. Therefore, for the
prevention of further unfortunate
events, like last Saturday night, I
would favor a heavy fine for
anyone shooting off a fire extinguisher (except in case of fire),
and the restriction of fraternity
rites to .the fraternity grounds.
Martha Cohen '76

it is tapped by the CIA. All the
members of the group have fullfledged "subversive" status. They
are happy. The liberal community
of Hartford laughs at them; the
conservatives are scared of them;
and the few serious radicals do not
even think of them. Yet, winter is
no longer here. The time has
passed. Now, the sun shines
everyday. People in the streets can
bathe by taking off the cap to a fire
hydrant. Others can go to Europe
and study the struggle. The tools of
analysis can be sharpened so an
answer can be given over the
phone - if it ever does ring. Life
continues, moving towards fall and
winter. It is 1976. We could be doing
something right to last 200 years.
Coming from nowhere, the voice
still whispers: "everybody's cryin
mercy, but no one knows the
meaning of the word." Listen.

Angola
Vs.
The Media
((Ymt'd from page K>
groups constantly pleading for
national unity and a coalition
government.) It is no wonder that
Neto has no intent of negotiating
with Roberto or Savimbi.
Despite the similarities between
the Angolan situation and the
Vietnam war, there is at least one
important distinction. In Vietnam,
we have seen, perhaps, the last of
America's 'vulgar' wars—wars
with direct arms supplies &
American ground troops. As
Michael Harrington recently'
revealed about U.S. involvement in
Chile: We were not "overtly" and
"directly" involved in the coup
against Allende simply because we
did not need to be. The millions of
dollars - internationally laundered
- from the United States, the covert
CIA operations, and the attempted
coup of 1970 all were instrumental
to the right-wing takeover.
Similarly the United States does
not need to risk American troops in
Angola when it can massively fund
and equip one side of the battle. Let
it not be said that America didn't
learn any lessons from Vietnam.
Now it simply remains to be seen
whether the United States can buy
Angola any more successfully than
we 'bought' Vietnam.

Earth was quite a place to
inhabit in 1975. So much happened.
Let me give you a few examples.
In the demented mind department, Idi Amin once again ran
away with top honors. Among his
more notable achievements were
making the British Government
beg for the life of a school teacher
whom he held captive, and on
returning from a trip to Germany,
expressed his dismay at the lack of
a memorial to Hitler.
Moving right on with 1975, how
can we forget the fine peop?e occupying the Kremlin. This past
year, they distinguished themselves by refusing to let Andrei
Sakharov leave the country to
receive his Nobel Prize and then
berating him in the Soviet Press.
After twenty years, Viet Nam
was free from foreign intervention.
Now that we have raped their
women and killed their young boys,
we are finally ready to let the
Vietnamese live in peace. But as
we leave Viet Nam, must I
welcome you to Angola?
Among the events that struck
home was the near default of New
York City. The rest of the country
showed its feelings for New York
with an attitude of "to hell with it."
Well, let me tell you where you can
shove your Des Moines' and
Sacramento's. Speaking of
Sacramento, who can forget
Squeaky Fromme . . . and how
about that guy she shot at—Gerry
What's His Name? And don't you
dare mention Gerry without
speaking of his friend Ronny
Reagan. These two men will
certainly be remembered as great
Americans fifty years from now,
for it is they who shall destroy the
Republican Party, once and for all.
(Sorry to upstage you once again,
Dick!)
On the lighter side . . . :
Cher divorced Sonny and
married Greg and then left Greg
and then came back and became
pregnant and then . . . Liz and Dick
got back together. Idiots
throughout the country rushed to
buy their personal pet rocks and
made a millionaire out of a
disbelieving Californian. Time
Magazine picked twelve Women of
the Year instead of one man (Are
they trying to tell us that it takes
twelve women to equal the accomplishments of one man???
Only kidding, Gloria Steinem). The
National Hockey League sanctioned gang warfare by encouraging the Philadelphia Flyers
to hammer away at opponents.
Hubert Humphrey said "I'm not
running," and millions laughed;
Edward Kennedy said "I'm not
running," and millions laughed;
Gerald Ford said "I'm running,"
and millions laughed. The World
Football League, protectors of free
enterprise returned for a second
season and soon proceeded to fold.
I must here end my narrative of
the year 1975, for I have encountered a problem. I can think of
nothing else funny to write about
the year 1975 (If you did not find
the last paragraph even mildly
amusing, please delete the word
'else' in the previous sentence,)
You see, 1975 was not a funny
year. Will 1976 be better? Only
time will tell. 1, for one, prefer to
dwell on 1984, Hopefully, if my pen
doesn't desert me, I'll have more to
say about that next week.
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Threepenny Opera: Production Notes
by Jon Gomberg
(This is first in a series of articles on the production of the
Threepenny Opera at the Goodwin
Theatre, February 27-29, March 47, by the Theatre Arts Department V
At the time of this writing
Threepenny Opera is cast and has
been in rehearsal for about a week
and a half. The following account is
nil attempt to give the casual
theatre-goer a glimpse into how a
production finally arrives at
opening night.
Kirst Stages
In the process of giving a stepbyrstep account of the flowering of
a play it should be noted that, at
this point, designs have been approved, set construction is• underway, and costume building has
been started. The production staff
has already been at work since the
beginning of December. But this,
of course, is not the beginning of
the story. Let us start there.
With Roger Shoemaker's choice
of ThreepeiiQy the work began.
Immediately there were lunches
with Hugh" Landwher, the set
designer (from the Hartford Stage
Company). Jan Fox, the costume
designer, and John Wooley,
technical and lighting designer,
These meetings were to determine
how this particular production of
Threepenny was to be constructed.
Suggestions came from all to
augment the original directorial
concept. These meetings then lead
up to the first full design meeting
with all the designers and

assistants, and the rest of the
production crew.
Beginning of Production
With the first full design meeting
the production actually began. At
this point the major worries were
logistics and economics. Concepts
were talked through, and all important facts about the play were
brought up. For example, the
history of the play since the
original Beggar's Opera by John
Gay was discussed. Then the play
was gone through, scene by scene
to make sure that all major
problems had been accounted for,
Examples of these problems might
be that if a certain design was
going to be used for a particular
scene what would be the cheapest
way to effectively build it. This
meeting occured just before
vacation and the participants,
each armed with a stack of
problems, used the break to try
and come up with solutions.
The results came in the first
week of January. Plans were
approved. Then the problem
became how to build it. The
costumers had around 40 costumes
to build, the carpenters and design
assistants had to produce a 19th
century gutted opera house. They
are now in the process of doing
this.
The Actors
While the physical backstage
production of a show is as important as the acting, it is the
acting by which the audience will
first judge the play.

There is, of course, paperwork the-plasterline stance and voicethat
involved, rehearsal schedules, right-from-the-diaphram
tryout schedules, rental of script shows all of the confidence of
and dealing with royalties, but that someone who knows their work.
fades in importance before the And all the infinite little personal
very personal, very undefineable choices that acting is all' about, the
element loosely called talent, or personal interpretation of a
maybe creativity, or maybe just scripted character, what the
reality of that person can be. And
called acting.
The actor's beginning is the all this on top of the fact that the
auditions, which have to be ex- ego of an actor, for all the 'I don't
perienced to be understood. Every care's', is on the line. The director
person has his own particular way is going to judge you on your
of dealing with them: some people performance, period.
Then there are always callbacks,
joke, some people rehearse their
song over and over, whatever. But which are auditions amplified. The
when the job is to go onto an empty nervousness, now that it is all one
stage and perform on cue, it's no step away from casting, is quite
small wonder that everyone's tangible, To the actors, it can be
seen, tasted, smelt, heard, and
adrenalin is going just a bit.
Fifteen minutes before the start especially felt. And it's all very,
of tryouts, the director and stage very real.
Then, of course, the obvious
manager are calmly talking about
how they had made a mistake, and moment of truth, the cast list goes
misplaced an interlude in the play, up. Some people get drunk, some
which made a scene shift much people get very casual, nobody
easier, therefore a certain set thinks that they'll get a lead.
piece could now be done this way .. Basically, everyone gets ready for
etc, The logistics never stop. A the disappointing news, because
couple of actors are quietly war- when it does happen to be good
ming up, reading over a scene, news, it's very easy to take.
The major roles: Macheath,
getting their voices ready. It is
actually quite calm, riot many James Pratzon; Mr. Peaehum,
people about, everyone trying to Russel Hicks; Mrs. Peaehum,
relax into the proper frame of mind Tucker Ewing; Streetsinger-;
Tiger Brown, Steven Triggs; Polly
to work,
Auditions begin, and onstage the Peaehum, Anne Newhall; Jeannie,
actors go through their scenes, run Susan Egbert; Lucy Brown,
through their songs. Tiny traces of Bobbie Borowitz.
From that point on, it's an acmovements, forgetting a word in a
song show their nervousness. tor's work, the routine matter of
Likewise there's the two-feet-6n- learning the lines, learning the

blocking, figuring out in at least a
vague sort of way what the
playwright was going for, and what
kind of general things the director
wants. But the talent of the work,
the real work, is the tiny things, the
character subtleties, the personal
investment that an actor makes.
This growth of a new person, not a
character, will be going on from
now through the last performance.
At this point, the show's been
through the tedium of the first
rehearsal, through the process
called blocking ('alright, when he
gives you that line, you take two
steps forward, turn . . .') and
through the first run-through
(walkthrough';). This is the
director sculpting a work from
some very raw clay, It is part of
what is known as the director's
vision. The whole first process is so
far removed from the finished
product, neither the director nor
the actors have started the real
work, but only laid down the
skeleton of what the play is to be
like.
There's a bit more than a month
to go, 22 full characters, a whole
set, 40 costumes, a complete
lighting scheme, a publicity
scheme, and a million other things
to be built in that time. About 60
people at this point are involved in
that building. Before the end of it,
maybe 2000 people will become
involved. And in some undefinable
way, that involvement is the
reason for all of this.

Modore

Sodom
"Colette and her husband were
photographed on the Empire Stale
Building."- Margaret Crosland
Out of a hundred trousers our
mannered Panthere singles out a
most wicked pair of knickers. Near
the museum our wicked knees
makes way for the frescoes which
tend to "overwhelm" the pencilled
ci ty. We wish to ask this error if the
Empire State Building was worthy
of critical apprehension. We are
getting few answers and larger
pencils, Indeed, there are roses
behind everyone's ears! Our
sincere and naughty arrow leads
us to the circus of Geniuses burdened ("What a life, what a
frenzy!") with their maps of
Europe. Even the Tyger's eyes are
quite Idiotic. We are speaking
tBel-Gazou'.) of the art thunder
that seems to have everyone so
Busy, Swing go the Hammers and
a hundred nineteen year olds run to
the presses. We do notice their
lecheries and politics and are quite
Charmed. We have the Marxist
with his little moods and tight
pants as he literally fishes the sky
for his ax. This is encouraging. We
are Encouraged. We have the Long
Island Lisp with it's (No Gender
Please!) leather boots and casual
paintbrush recently tanned from a
week of Driving through a
Resurrected South. Even Montgomery has its Minimalists,
Brechtians, Benjamins, Steinians,
Jungians, Kantians, and four of the
five teeth of Cadmus. Lisp has
spent considerable time in the Far
East and finds Vegetation a mighty
piece of Cake. Hebe and her
slender Neck! We then find an
alliterative example of Ant-Fight
which is mast Severe. Red Ant has
just bitten off Black Ant's left
feeler and we are saddened.
Father in the Mud Even. And the
Movie-Makers! Conscious of the
painted barricade they click and
whittle in the Stupid Gap called

Walden. We are convinced that
there are Demons in the Pond, We
are convinced that this Hefty
Continent will perform its Moral
Duty Exceedingly, Hence a need
for Movies, Hence a need for
Stuttering. Hence a need for
History and Dialectic. Even our
Syntactical Ants have their
Reasons.
While painting a frescoe (the
Adventures of Sidi and the leader
of the notorious Bonnot Gang,
Lobby of Metroplitan Community
Church, 1854, Lyons) Baron Henri
de Jouvenal des Ursins remarked
that "Panthere will certainly be
collectivised and Before its Fall we
simply must have a wicked Dinner
Party and Chatter the night away,
n'est-ce pas?" And it was Panthere
who convinced Colette (the
original Pluncked Cerise) to pose
on top of the Empire State
Building. One could safely say that
Panthere is quite the Base for our
critical apprehensions. Panthere
possesses the fifth dragon tooth
and Will Never Relinquish the
Relic. This Relic will not even
admit a certain Complicity in the
phenomenon of Trousers, By
Trousers we mean the Field of
Criticism, And it is a rare occasion
indeed that warrants a Choice, For
our purposes, the demon Knickers
will do well. Knickers is quite
Haughty and is fundamentally
Obnoxious. Knickners appropiates
the Text and stridently labels our
Tyger "dreadfully Idiotic."
Knickers finds our Marxist, Lisp,
Red Ant/Black Ant, and Movie
Maker the living scream. And,
referring to our Baron and Panthere, finds life more Sodom than
So-So. His Adventures will be
carefully Notated and we will find
the Syntagm of Thebes to be a most
demonic piece of Cake. We will
safely predict that quite a few
necks will be "Touched" and we
can also hope for a Buring. Pillar or

Joseph Celli

Art Ways Presents:
two. Knickers and his little Boys
(the Darts of Cerise) will find
many things to- complain and
"can't" about and over and below'
and within and despite of. We will
find him in our Marxist's Trousers,
we will encounter him on the Metro
stealing our Lisp's manuscript and
we will be titillated with his accounts of the Epic Ant-Fight.
Knickers will keep post in our
beloved locker room where "scoop
makes taste" and in countless
instances of Bathroom Deals.
Finally, he will present his
collection of appropriated letters
written by the Maurices and
Missys of the world of Manners. In
the meantime we are quite busy
pushing these Longeurs into
Walden itself. Life is such a
Charm!

Joseph Celli will present an
unusual program of film, electronic music and English horn at
Real Art Ways, Friday, January
30. The program featuring Mr,
Celli on English horn will include
the piece "Soliloquoy," which was
written for Mr. Celli by Stephen
Danker, and the Connecticut
premiers of the film the Magic Sun
by Phill Niblock and "Tuonelan
Joutsen" by Roger Hannay.
The performance to take place at
Real Art Ways, 197 Asylum Street,
Hartford, Friday January 30, at
8:30 is part of a continuous series of
new and experimental art -works.
The suggested donation is $2
(RAW - 525-5521)

More Art
Dana Reitz will perform live solo
dance intermingled with films of
Ms. Reitz by filmmaker Dave

Gearey, at Real Art Ways on
Saturday, January 31. Tne
collaboration between the artistic
media of film and dance by Gearey
and Reitz centers on the joint
exploration of film and dance, a
non-narrative exploration of
human movement and the act of
seeing movement. The program
will consist of the films, "Three
Locations," "Airwaves,
"Footage," "Once Again," and
"Branches," and of the dances
"Grounded (to music by PWJ
Niblock, "Pipe 3"), "Brass Bells,
and "The Price of Sugar" •(.»
music by Johann Pachelbel,
"Canon in D").
The performance of Ms.
and viewing of Mr. Gearey's
will occur at Real Art Ways, W
Asylum Street, Hartford on
Saturday, January 31 at 8:30 p.m.
(RAW - 525-5521) The suggested
donation is $2.

j
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Congress Looks
into Financial Aid

Pot and the Right to Privacy
The joint you are smoking may
soon be protected by the US
Constitution, if a number of suits
being filed in state and federal
courts around the country are
successful. Alaska has already
given constitutional protection to
pot use in the home.
The National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), the nation's most
successful pot lobby, has filed suits
claiming that the use of marijuana
in the home falls under the
protection of thei constitutional right
to privacy. NORML has filed suits
in California, Illinois, Tennessee
and the District of Columbia.
The suits mark a major shift in
NORMI/s strategy, which has
formerly
concentrated
its
resources on lobbying efforts in
Congress and various state
legislatures. NORML was instrumental in getting marijuana
decriminalized in six states.
But the decision of the Alaska
Supreme Court broke the ice on the
constitutional issue and set a
strong precedent that will be used
in the other suits. NORML will now
devote a much greater proportion
of its resources to court battle than
it had earlier, but will continue to
lobby in legislatures as well.
The Alaska Supreme Court, in its
unanimous ruling, stated that
there was no firm evidence that
marijuana use was harmful to the
user or would "constitute a public
health problem of any significant
dimension . . . Mere scientific
doubts," said the court, "did not
warrant government intrusion into
the privacy of the home.
Since the Alaska decision was
based on a privacy clause in the
state constitution rather than the
US Constitution, it cannot be appealed to the US Supreme Court.
That aspect is one of the advantages of pursuing marijuana
reform through the courts rather
than legislative bodies, according
to Keith Stroup, director of
NORML. The court decison is not
subject to the whimsy of politicans.
Once the decision is made in a state
supreme court, based on the state

constitution, it has fundamental
protection that can only be
changed by that court itself or by a
constitutional amendment.
A decision putting marijuana use
under the protection of the right of
privacy would also allow someone
to cultivate the weed for personal
use and to transport it as well.
Under the Alaska decision, there is
no constitutional protection for
amounts of marijuana for sale
rather than for personal use.
But at the same time, there is no
maximum quantity explicitly set
for personal use and the court
generally assumed that amounts of
pot ranging from eight ounces to
one pound are for personal use.
This amount is much greater than
that set in even the most liberal
laws passed by state legislatures,
which generally designate an
ounce or less for personal use.
In addition to the principle
argument of the right of privacy,
the suits also claim that current
marijuana laws constitute cruel
and unusual punishment for the
offense involved, and that the laws
deny equal treatment under law,
since alcohol and tobacco are not
treated the same even though there
is definite proof that they can pose
health hazards.
Some of the arguments opposing
constitutional protection for the
private use of mariujuna state that
the substance has indeed proven to
be dangerous and that constitutional protection would open the
door for similar rulings for more
dangerous drugs such as heroin.
Peter Meyer, legal counsel for
NORML,
counters
these
arguments on the grounds that the
suit deals only with marijuana,
that there is no positive proof of
harm and that the burden of proof
is on the state to prove that pot
"poses some significant threat to
the individual or danger to the
public welfare"--a threat that has
not been proven.
In addition, Meyers said, even if
a substance were to prove
dangerous to an individual, it would
still violate his constitutional right
to use it personally: "Why don't we

IN AN EFFORT to better serve the Trinity College Community, each issue will now contain a classified ad section.
All ad copy must be in to the Tripod office by Saturday,
noon, the week prior to publication. Cost? an unbelievably
low 12 words for $1.00.10<t per word thereafter. What better
way to get rid of those unwanted textbooks, pieces of furniture, etc.??? Please note payment must accompany aa
copy.

have laws against skydiving?
That's dangerous."
Until the Alaska decision, courts
would not rule on the constitutional
question, but rather take "an easy
out" by claiming that marijuana
was an issue for the legislatures,
said Meyers. They "simply did not
want to get involved," he explained. But now that Alaska has
taken "a leadership role," other
courts are more likely to confront
the privacy issue, Meyers added.
The question is bound to reach
the US Supreme Court. Since the
District of Columbia lies under
federal jurisdiction,, the suit has
been filed in federal court. An
appeal would go directly to the US
Supreme Court, and according to
Stroup of NORML, either side that
loses will definitely take it to the
high court. Former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark will donate
his time to argue for NORML's
suit.
In California, the suit cites
privacy clauses in both the state
and
federal
constitutions.
California boasts more mariguana
arrests than any other state. In Los
Angleles County alone, where the
suit has been filed (along With San
Francisco County) the number of
pot busts is higher than in most
states. Even though California has
recently passed
legislation
reducing marijuana penalties, the
law does not go far enough, according to Gordon Brawnell, west
coast director of NORML.
The absolute earliest that the
suits in various states are expected
to reach trial in lower courts is
next spring/They may not reach
the state supreme courts or the US
Supreme Court for two years.

EMPLOYMENT!
Audio Visual Department Needs

TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS
Hours: 8-10:30 a.m. Days: Your Choice
Must have background in slide and movie
projectors; tape recorders, or basic sound
systems.
For further info, call Liza Weiss, Ext. 333
*&*&«&

BEER KEGS
ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK

STL DKNT CLASSIFIED ORDER FOftM
Name:
Address:
T

« l . No.:

Ad Copy:

Students who depend on federal
bucks to survive the college money
game may find the rules changed if
Congress passes two financial aid
bills presently before it.
Although one bill attempts to
expand financial aid opportunities
for students, there are some
provisions within both bills which
could cause students problems.
The two bills, one submitted by
Rep. James G.O'Hara (D-MI) and
the other submitted by Sen,
Claiborne Pell (D-RI), are now
before the appropriate subcommittees of Congress. Whereas
the Pell bill would make few
changes in current student aid
programs, the O'Hara bill would
clamp severe restrictions on
burgeoning student loan programs,
broaden grant opportunities and
expand work-study ventures.
One of the major upcoming
financial aid slugfests will center
on the current half-cost limitation
for Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants (BEOG). The half-cost
provision means that ho student
may receive a Basic Grant larger
than half of what it costs to attend
college-costs which include room
and board, tuition and books.
O'Hara, whose bill would
eliminate the half-cost provision,
argues that the limitation strikes
hardest at the neediest students
attending lower-priced schools.
For example, a school with no
tuition may still require $1800 in
educational costs such as room,
board and books. A student who
could not contribute anything
toward that $1800 would, under the
current regulations, be eligible for
a Basic Grant of only half the
amount, or $900. To receive the
maximum allowable BEOG of
$1400, the student would have to
attend a school with costs of at
least $2800.
On the other hand, a student who
could pay $800 toward non-tuition
educational costs, would receive a
$600 grant, according to the BEOG
rules, whether he attended the
$1800 school or the $2800 school. So,
only the poorer student's grant is
cut when he attends a less expensive school under the half-cost
limitation.
One of the main arguments for
preserving the half-cost limitation,
comes from worried private school
representatives. They argue that if
Basic Grants were to pay most or
all of the costs of attending a lowcost, usually public school,
students would be lured away from
the higher-priced private schools.
Yet keeping the half-cost
provision, wrote Chester Finn in
the Chronicle of Higher Education,
"says to the low-income student
that, since Uncle LSam will not give
you enough money to attend a highpriced school, we want to make
sure you don't get enough to sway
you toward a low-priced one."
A second major controversy
concerns the role of student Joansa mainstay in the Nixon-Ford
higher education game plan.
The O'Hara bill seeks to restrict
the increased reliance on loans for
financing
education.
The

WE DELIVER
Featuring Hartford's Finest
Selection of Imported & Domestic
Wines and Spirits - MlntmiHti Prices.

availability of "soft-loan dollarsmoney insured by the government
at no risk to the lender-encourages
high tuition," says Jim Harrison,
staff director for the House postsecondary
education
subcommittee and an O'Hara bill
suporter.
When schools raise tuition above
what students can afford, Harrison
argues, massive loan programs
enable the school to simply present
the student with federal loan
contracts and say, "Don't worry
about the tuition increase, just sign
here."
In order to cut down on Joans the
O'Hara bill would end direct
federal insurance of loans, halt
capital contributions to the
National Direct Student Loan
program, restrict the amount of
Guaranteed Student Loans fSGD
a student could receive in one year
from $2500 to $1500, and prohibit
schools themselves from making
GLS's.
Some critics, however, point out
that a reduction of student loans
does not necessitate a reduction in
school costs. Students could find
themselves with no loans, no aernative sources of financial aid
and ever-climbing tuition, they
argue.
The Pell bill, on the other hand,
offers no change in the basic thrust
of the present loan program: loans
would still remain relatively easy
to obtain and comprise a signicant
portion of student aid. The Pell bill
does, however, tighten up Joan
administration in an attempt to cut
down on loan defaults.
Specifically, the bill would limit
student bankruptcy for five years
after graduation, eliminate schools
with a default rale greater than
10% as lenders and prohibit
commissioned salespeople from
"peddling" student Joans.
Critics of fhese provisons argue
that student bankruptcy is no
different and occurs at no greater
frequency than anyone elso's
bankruptcy, and that it would
therefore be unfair to single out
students for special treatment.
A third issue concerns the future
of College Work-Study, a program
through which O'Hara wants to
channel more student dollars. The
O'Hara bill mandates a minimumwage for students, expands the
work-study funding authorization,
eliminates need as a requirement
of obtaining a job and allows State
Scholarship Incentive Grant
money to be used for work-study
jobs.
According to House subcommittee Sources, while the other
work-study proposals are up for
grabs, the provision for minimum
wages for students is assured of
passage. Students currently can be
paid less than the minimum wage
under regulations adopted during
the Nixon administration.
So far, financial aid sessions in
both houses of Congress have been
sparsely attended, both because of
pressing legislation like that
concerned with loan relief for New
York City and, according to one
House staff member, the fact that
many Congresspeople haven't
madeup their minds about some of
these key issues
And while many educational
groups and other interest groups
keep up a constant lobbying
process on the legislator;;, (he
House staffer remarked, students
don't.
"Until members start hearing
from students they'll assume when
a college president speaks, he's
speaking for every student." says
staff director Harrison. "It will
help if the major affected con, stituency makes its feelings
known."
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Announcements
R.A. Program
The Resident Assistant Program
selection process began last week
with all Freshmen. Sophomore and
Juniors receivings mailing in their
Post Office- boxes. This letter
contained a description of the R.A.
position, criteria for selection and
the method and procedure of the
selection process. Please read
carefully as the Resident Assistant
job has been revised for next year.
"'• As of this date there will be no
salary for the position. If a stipend
is to "be offered it will not be announced until later in the term.
Please consider this fact prior to
application.
The job of a Resident Assistant is
a very rewarding experience as
well as one of service to the Trinity
Community, I hope that many of
you will wish to apply.
Application forms will be
available at the end of the week in
the office of the Assistant Dean for
College Residences and at the

Dorm Changes

Mather Front Desk. Completed
applications are due Tuesday,
February 10, 1976.

Women's Meeting
Do you plan on being a working
mother? Do you plan on being a
mother? For that matter do you
intend to get married?
Women today have many
alternatives to choose from when
thinking about their futures, Yet
making decisions can be difficult
and at times even stressful. Would
you like to share your feelihgs and
experiences with other Trinity
women? Weekly support groups
might open up completely new
ways of dealing with being a
woman, or make you more comfortable with your present
situation.
An organizational meeting will
be held on Wednesday, January 28
at A, p.m. in Alumni Lounge to
discuss the formation of women's
support groups. Please come or
contact Audrey Hudson 246-7983.

Thanks to the effort of the
Dormitory Improvement Committee some changes will be effected in dorm life for next year.
The R.A. program has been
redesigned to initiate a program of
varied social activities and events
as well as to control noise and
vandalism in the dormitories.
Budgeting for improvements
such as kitchenettes, game rooms,
vendii." machines and quiet study
areas i?as been proposed and
hopefully will be built during the
summer.
An International House and a
Language dorm are also in the
process of being formed.
As these ideas take shape they
will be announced in future issues
of the Tripod.

Yiddish
Tonight and next Tuesday,
February 3, the Free University
course in Yiddish will meet at 7:30
in the Hillel House.

Israeli Dancing

Drop-In

Wednesday night, Israeli folk
dancing will be held in the
Washington Room between 7:30
and 9 a.m.

Thursday night from 7 to 8 p.m.
will be Drop-in night at Hillel
House. Food and drink, along with
programming. You can make
Hillel work for you,

ConnPIRG
The Trinity chapter of ConnPIRG will be holding a meeting on
Thursday, January 29 at 7:30 in
Wean Lounge. We will be
discussing possible projects for
this upcoming semester. Interested students are urged to
attend.

Weekend

T.O.P. Classes
The Trinity Outing Program will
offer instructional programs in
backpacking and outdoor camping
(Tues., Jan. 27) and in winter
mountaineering (Thu., Jan. 29 and
Mon., Feb. 2). All classes will meet
in Alumni Lounge at 7:00 p.m. A
free film on Rocky Mountain
National Park will be shown in
conjunction with the Jan. 29
mountaineering class,

Capital Campaign
The Intercollegiate Weekend will
occur at the Hartford Jewish
Community Center from Friday,
January 30 to Sunday, February 1
at a cost of $7 per person. Events
include discussions, interpersonal
workshops, great meals, and a
concert at the University of
Hartford (Kenny Rankin).

On Tuesday, January 27, at 4:00
p.m., all interested students are
invited to attend an organizational
meeting for participation in
Trinity's Capital Campaign. We
will be meeting in the Faculty Club
and refreshments will be served. If
you have any questions, please call
Steve at 246-2617.

Office of Educational Services
Phillipines

East Angoiia

There is an arrangement betStudents interested in this exchange with a British university ween Trinity College in Hartford
for the 1976-77 Academic Year are and Trinity College in the
reminded to read the information Phillipines for a student to do an
available" in the Office of Open Semester in the Phillipines
Educational Services and to ob- for the period July through
tain, after 2 February 1976, a copy November (coinciding with the
of the procedure sheet for ap- first term of the Phillipine
plying. Interested applicants academic year). Any student inmight also wish to speak to two terested in such a prospect in the
UEA students here on exchange area of Economics, Inter-Cultural
this year. Simon Lewis and Nigel Studies,: Sociology, History or
Mills, or Trinity students who were Urbanization should consult with
at l.'EA \ast year, Cathy Eckert, Dean Winslow no later than 15
Leslie
Zheutlin,
Susan February 1976. ' v " v " ' : '"
Weisselberg, Maryann Crea,
Deborah Moser and Anne Brown,
Information on summer study
Ft is anticipated that six places
will be available for the coming abroad is now coming into the
Office of Educational Services, and
academic vear.
students may wish to begin
perusing it. There is a possibility of

Summer Abroad

"travel group charters" organized
by the Council on International
Educational Exchange as a way of
getting to Europe. Seats are
available to unafiiliated individuals of all ages for round-trip
flights between New York and
London or Paris provided that the
seats are booked at least 65 days
prior to departure.
More information on on flights
may be obtained from the Council
on International Educational
Exchange Student Travel Services,. 777 U.N. Plaza, New York,
New York 10017 or the Office of
Student Services (Dean Mulqueen)
at Trinity College.

London Study
Present sophomores interested
in study at the London School of
Economics for., the 1976-77
Academic Year should have at

least a B plus average through the the Office of Educational Services.
first term of their sophomore year, These must be filed no later than
Please plan to talk to Professor Tuesday, 3 February 1976.
LeRoy Dunn and Dean Winslow , .
- _ _
_
«
before mid-February if you are U . O l r . K . C X C l l G n G G
interested in this possibility in
Students interested for 1976-77
Great Britain. Both Alan Hergert
(or
either term) in Trinity's exand Steven Salky, now seniors at
Trinity, were enrolled at the change program with the
London School of Economics last University of Puerto Rico are
year. Debi Kaye and Conrad requested to talk with Professor
Meyer are enrolled at the London Andrian and Dean Winslow no
School of Economics from Trinity later than 16 February 1976.
College this year.

College Exchange
Students interested in applying
to participate in the twelve-college
exchange for either the Christmas
Term, 1976 or the Spring Term,
1977 or the Fall Academic Year,
1976-77 must obtain the procedure
sheet and application forms from

JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL
Dec. 6 St, Thomas More
5:45 Away
Dec, 10 Amhorst
6:00 Away
Jan, 17 M.I.T.
' 6:15 Away
Jan, 21 YALE
6:00 HOME
JBn. 24 Coast Guard
6:00 Away
Jan. 27 Williams
6:00 Away
Jan, 31 ST. THOMAS MORE
2:00 HOMt
Feb. 3 Wesleyan
5:45 Away
Feb. 5 AMHERST
6:00 HOMt
Feb. 7 CENTRAL CONN.
6:00 HOMK
Feb, 10 W.P.I.
6:00 HOMt
Feb. 12 HARTFORD C.C.
6:00 HOME
Feb. 14 MANCHESTER C.C.
2:00 HOMt
Feb. 17 WESLEYAN
6:00 HOMt.
Feb. 21 QUEENS
1:00 HOME
Fab, 26 COASTGUARD
6:00 HOMV,
Fcb. 28 U.HARTFORD
6:00 HOME
Coach: Michael Darr

VARSITY BASKETBALL
Deo, 5 Trin-U. Hartford
Invitational
7:00 Away
Dec. 6 Invitational Tourney
Consolations
6:00 Away
Dee. 6 Invitational Tourney
Finals
8:00 Away
Dec. 10 Amherst
B:00 Away
Jan. 17 M.I.T.
8:15 Away
Jan. 21 BRANDEIS
8:00 HOME
JBn. 24 Coast Guard
8:00 Away
Jan, 27 Williams
8:00 Away
Jan. 31 MIODLEBURY
4:00 HOME
Feb. 3 Wesleyan
7:30 Av/ay
Fob. 5 AMHERST
8:00 HOME
Feb. 7 COLBY
8:00 HOME
Feb. 10 W.P.I.
8:00 HOME
' Fob. 12 KINGS POINT
B'OO HOME
Feb. 14 BOWDOIN
4:00 HOME
Feb. 17 WESLEYAN
8:00 HOME
Feb. 19 Union
8:00 Awav
Feb. 21 QUEENS
3:00 HOME
Feb. 24 Tults
7:00 Away
Feb. 26 COAST GUARD
8:00 HOME
Feb. 28 U.HARTFORD
8:00 HOME
Coach: Robert E. Shults !• '
Manager: Elizabeth Hayes
,
Co£aptaina: Wayne Sokolosky, Steven Haydasz

TRINITY
COLLEGE
SPORTS

WINTER
SCHEDULE
1975-1976

VARSITY SWIMMING
Jan. 21 U.RHODE ISLAND
3i00
Jan. 24 Babson
2:00
Jan. 28 Union
3:00
Jan. 31 R.P.I.
2:00
Feb. 3 COAST GUARD
7:00
Feb. 7 M.I.T.
2:00
Feb. 12 W.P.I,
7:30
Feb. 20 WESLEYAN
3:00
Feb. 24 Tufts
7:00
Feb. 28 AMHERST
2:00
Mar. 4-6 New Englands at Springfield
Coach: Robert 0. Slaughter
Captain: David Teichmann

Admission To All Home Basketball Games
Adults-$1.00
Children Under 12 - 5O<!
•••..-,' : K A R L K U R T H . JR.
•••', . blrcaoi ol Athletics '
GEORGE M, FERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER
Phono 527-3151
Extenilori 285
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VARSITY SQUASH
ARMY
'
2:oo HOME
Dartmouth
3'00 Awav
AMHEBST,
3;00 HOME
ROUND^ROBIN ATTRINITY
CBOWDOIN.COLBY-HOBARTWESLEYAN)
1:00 HOME
Jan. 31 ROUND.ROBIN ATTRINITY
• CONTINUED
9:00 HOME
feb. 4 Yale
4:00 Away
Feb.. 6 , Roimd'Rotmi at WeGleynn
(Cornell.Frnnklm & Marshall.
.
StpnyBrook-Weslsyan)3:30 Away
Feb. 7 Round.Robin at Wcsleyan-;
Continued
9 3o ftv-av
Dec. «
Jan. 22
Jan. 28
Jan, 30

Feb. 14 Amherst
J ; no Awav
F^-18WIUIAMS,
4:00 HOME
Feb. 2 4 . M.IJ.
. ' .•
7:00 Awav
Mar.5, 6 4 7 Nationals at Williams
. Avay
Coach: Roy A; Dath
Tn.Capliins: Mallard O.Owen, Andrew H Porter
Charles P, Stewart 111
'
'
l/laiiHger: Fredericka Miller
• '_
;Dec, 5
t } 7
Jan. 17.
Jan. 21
Jan. 28
Jan.,29
Feb. A
Feb. 5
Fab, 13
Feb. U

FRESHMAN SQUASH
Choale
... . 4:00
7*SST0N
1:00
TAFT
2:30
YALE
400
AVHERST
'
3:00
WESLEYAN
SOT
YaJe
4-oo
Wesleyan
3 i00
M.I.T. .,•
7.00

Away
HOME
HOME
HOMF
HOME
HOME
Awav
A Wa J
HOME

KENT

HOME

Feb. IB WIUIAMS"
Feb. Z * M.I.T. ••!.-••
.F..6.-i.S.::o.eerl>etd-.
CoacftiGeofge Sutherland

2-30

4-00 HOME
7':QO AwTv
3 .00 Away

Trainers: Robert SlauRhter, Lea Hamel
Equipment Manager: Frank Marchese

WOMEN'S VARSITY SQUASH
Jan. 22 Dartmouth
3:00 Away
Jan. 27 Rosemary Hall
3:30 Away
Jan. 30.31-Feb. 1 Howe Cup at Yale
Away
Feb. 6 VASSAR
4:00 HOME
Feb. 11 BROWN
7:00 HOME
Feb. 13 Wesleyan & U. Penn
4:00 Away
Feb. 24 Yale
7:00 Away
Feb. 25 Williams & Radclifle . 4 : 0 0 Away
Feb. 27-Mar. 1 Women's Nationals
Away
Coach: Jane Miliapaugh

FENCING (Informal Sport)
Dec. 6 BROWN-NORWICH
2:00 HOME
Jan. 17 Concord
High*
2:00 Away
Jan. 28 Yale1
4:00 Away
Feb, 7 SOUTHEASTERN MASS.liOO HOME
Feb. 10 BraniJeiB'
7:00 Away
Feb. 14 M.I.T,'
2:00 HOME
Feb. 24, W.P.I,*
3:30 HOME
Feb, 26 FAIRFIELO'
6:30 HOME
Feb. 28 Holy Cross
i ; o o Away
•IndudinB Women's Foil
Coach: Ralph Spinella
.
Co-Cj/jfj/iM.-LuclenRucd.LawrenceGlassrnan

.WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL
Jan; 17 M.I.T.
6:15 Away
Jan. 22 Dartmouth
3:00 Awav
Jan, 30 SACREO HEART UNIV. 4:00 HOME
Feb. 3 Conn. College
7:00 Awav
Feb. 5 MISS PORTER'S
. »
HOME
Feb. 7 EasternConn. State Col. 2:00 Away
Feb. 11 BROWN
7:00 HOME
E ' M f Wesleyan
4:00 Away
Feb. 24 Yale
7:00 Awav
Fcb, 25 Williams
4:00 Away
Coach; Robin Sheppant

HOME
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
Away
HOME
Away

INDOOR TRACK RELAYS (Informs! Sport)
Feb. 7 Williams Invitational
1:00 Away
Feb. 17 Central Conn. & Trinity
at Coast Guard
3:30 Away
Coach: Richard Hajtelton

,

VARSITY WRESTLING
Dec, 6 Tufts 4 W.P.I.
1:00 Away
Jan. 21 RHODE ISLAND COL. 7:00 HOME
Jan. 24 U. CONN A WESLEYAN 12:00 HOME
Jan. 28 HOLY CROSS
7:00 HOME
Jan. 31 U. Hartford & Amherst 1:00 Away
Feb. 3 U. Conn.
4:00 Away
Feb. 11 So. Conn,
7:30 Away
F ^ - 2 1 WILLIAMS
2:00 HOME
. • Feb, 27-28 New Englands at Williams Away
• • • Coach; Richard Taylor
Co-OpUins: David Katzka, Michael O'Hare

Rome Campus

Trinity's program in Rome is
now known as the Barbieri Center..
Applications to participate during
the Christmas Term, 1976 maybe
secured from the Office of
Educational Services after 15
February 1976 and must be turned
in on or before 1 March 1976.-

.. :

,

'

-

VARSITY HOCKEY
Dec. 3 Assumption
8:45 Away
Dec. 5 Tourney.Williams-Wesleyan.
Amherst • at Amherst 6:00 Away
Dec. 6 Tourney • continued
6;OQ Away
Dec. 9 Bentley
9:00 Away
Dec. 11 BRYANT
7:30 HOME
Jan. 15 Tourney-Fairfield-New Haven.
Wesleyan-at Wesleyan 6:00 Away
Jan. 17 Tourney Continued
1:00 Away
Jan. 19 Wsstfield State
7:30 Away
Jan. 22 U. NEW HAVEN
7:30 HOME
Jan. 24 Holy Cross
7:30 Away
Jan. 29 U.CONN.
7:30 HOME
Jan. 31 NICHOLS
8:00 HOME
Feb. 3 Amherst
3:30 Away
Feb. 5 BABSON
•
8;00 HOME
Feb. 7 M.I.T.
8:00 HOME
Feb. 12 WESLEYAN
7:30 HOME
Feb. 14 Bryant
7:30 Away
Feb. 20 Fairfieid
9:15 Away
Feb. 24 New Haven
7:30 Away
Feb. 28 WESTFIELD STATE
8:00 HOME
Mar. 6 & 7 E.C.A.C. Tourney
Away
Cojeh: John Dunham
Co-Captamj: James Lenshan,
Nicholas F. Brady. Jr.
Minagert: Caleb Koepoel, Lois Geiit
•Trtnlty Horn* Games are played at
Ginstonbury Rink
Admission Charge lor til spectators.

'
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ews Notes
Demo delegates
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i of
f the National Rules
and copies
Washington. D.C., While the next for Delegate Selection. Party rules
Democratic National Convention must be readily available from
will not convene until July 12, 1976, state party headquarters. Students
the intricate process of selecting should familiarize themselves with
the 3008 delegates who will choose all aspects of the process—times
the party's presidential nominee is and dates of all meetings and
already underway. "In some caucuses,
deadlines
and
states—Illinois, New York, requirements
for
filing,
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania, nominating procedures, etc. Those
Florida. New Hampshire, Iowa, who support presidential canMinnesota, and the District of didates should get involved in the
Columbia—Democrats w.ho wait campaign in the state where they
until the spring to decide to run for wish to run as soon as possible.
delegate seats may be too late,"
Each state party will be using
warned ADA Youth Chairperson press releases and educational
Jeff Wice. He stated, "If students workshops along with many other
are going to be elected' as forms of publicity and education to
delegates, they are going to have to reach the voters. Students should
learn the rules and begin working make sure that young people in
now."
their state know how they can
In 1972. 25% of the delegates to participate in the delegate
the Democratic National < Con- selection process as well as how to
vention in Miami Beach were run for other party offices such as
under 30 years of age, the largest state committee. If not, they
representation of youth in the should make suggestions to the
history of the Democratic Party. state party to fully implement the
This representation was mainly a plan and reach the voters. Should
result of the McGovern-Fraser any state party fail to implement
Commission Guidelines requiring the affirmative action plan it has
a fair reflection of the presence in adopted, the state delegation is
the population of women, subject to challenge at the Conminorities, and youth. However, vention.
this stipulation, popularly and
Wice announced, "The ADA,
misleadingly referred to as Youth Caucus has been monitoring
"quotas", is no longer in effect. the process since the spring and
Instead the National and State will provide students with adDemocratic Parties are required ditional information and technical
to adopt and implement af- assistance."
firmative action programs "to
encourage full participation by all
Democrats, with particular conJames E. Smith, District
cern for minority groups. Native Director of the Immigration and
Americans, women, and youth, in Naturalization Service, has urged
the delegate selection process and all aliens in Connecticut who have
not yet filled out alien address
m all Party affairs."
Because 1974 state affirmative report forms to do so before
action programs were often weak January 31 at the nearest Imand not fully implemented, the migration and Naturalization
representation of youth at the 1974 Service office or local post office.
Mr. Smith added: "The parent or
Democratic Party Mid-term
Conference in Kansas City was a legal guardian of an alien child
dismal 5%, quite a drop from under 14 years of age must fill out
"Miami Beach. Wice. said, "If the address report form for such
students are going to be any better child in order to comply with the
represented in New York than they law."
He declared: "We have tried to
were .in Kansas-City, they are
going to have to participate in and make it as convenient as possible
monitor the state affirmative for noncitizens to meet the address
action programs to ensure that report requirements; and in view
of serious penalties for willful
they are fully implemented."
Students who are interested in violation, all persons subject to the
becoming delegates should contact address report law are urged to
their state party office now for fulfill this obligation before the end
copies of their state's affirmative of January."

Align Address

if

Schaeffer Speaks
Hartford-Secretary of the State
Gloria Schaffer told about 200
persons at the Sheraton-Hartford
Wednesday (Dec. 3, 7 p.m.) that
"all the easy environmental
decisions have been made. To meet
the complex challenge of balancing
environmental, economic and
energy concerns today, we must
lessen the emotionalism of the
environmental debate and consider use of mediation techniques
in that debate:
"One may well argue that a
policy of vigorous environmental
protection is the only sound longrange approach to the nation's
problems, but in times of economic
difficulty, individuals find it increasingly hard to engage in longrange thinking. The danger is clear
that we could become so preoccuped with the short term that the
long term would be ignored. But
surely, a concern for the future
that utterly ignores the needs of the
present is no more desirable."
Mrs. Schaffer was speaking to
the New England Chapter, International Shade Tree Conference
at the Chapter's 12th Annual
Convention.
"High unemployment and the
high number of marginal
manufacturers in Connecticut will
make the job of deciding environmental, economic and energy
trade-offs more difficult here and
in surrounding states than
anywhere else in the nation.
"The energy crisis and recession
are at the heart of the environmental
movement's
slackened pace. It is estimated
that implementation of the Clean
Water Act, for example, would cost
$97 billion, or $44 per American per
year.
"With national inflation at 7.6
percent and unemployment at 7.8
percent in October, taxpayers are
increasingly conscious of this bill.
"In Connecticut, with unemployment at 10.2 percent-neariy
150,000 persons out of work-the
costs of environmental safeguards
are even more signicant.
"A second factor in the environmental dilemna in Connecticut is the large number of
marginal manufacturers unable to
afford improvements that would
inrease
productivity,
thus

especially vulnerable to environmentally-mandated edpenses. In its survey of Clean
Water Act costs, the National
Committee on Water Quality noted
that enforcement would be most
severe in Connecticut and
surrounding states where more
jobs would be lost and more factories closed.
"Yet, environmentalists should
not despair at these figures.
American public support of
'quality of life' issues remains
strong.
"In our efforts to strike the
delicate balance needed in the
environmental debate, we should
give serious thought to possible
improvements in the institutional
structure in which environmental
debates take place. We might
profit from the example set by
labor and management which have
developed a highly sophisticated
system of mediation and arbitration to smooth over potentially disruptive differences.
"In the State of Washington, the
utility of this approach to the
resolution of complex environmental issues has been
established. Created a year ago, a
pilot environmental mediation
service has been instrumental in
ending a 15-year dispute over
plans to dam the Snoqualmie River
among backpackers, canoeists,
developers, -farmers, businessmen
and even the Army Corps of
Engineers.
"In the coming years, as the
issues become still more complex
and the concerned parties more
numerous, the services of this type
of organization may be the only
way to orchestrate acceptable
solutions.
"In attempting to deal with both
the short-term economic needs of
the people and the long-term
concerns of the environment, we
must recognize that we cannot
totally reach all desirable goals all
the time. Complementing this
sense of balance and realism
should be a lessening of the
emotionalism attending the environmental debate- The difficult,
delicate compromises that the
coming years will require can be
accomplished only if all parties
recognize the legitimacy of
competing concerns. The constant
flow of charge and countercharge,
the concept that each issue of the

Trinity Pizza House

Q

Wants YOU to Decide For YOURSELF . . .
WHERE YOU SHOULD BUY YOUR PIZZA?
(Some FACTS To Help You Answer)

Trinity Pizza House

Our Competitor

16" "Large"
16 slices
moz. $3.95 (tax incl.)

-10% -.40
$3.55

CINtMAJ 1234

14" "Medium"
12 slices
moz. $3.50 (tax incl.)

$3.15

C

O...IW

10" "Small"
8 slices
moz. $1.65 (tax incl.)

vs.

$

3.48

$

48« 1.88

A.

Hosts Needed
"AVEL", the NON-Profit Enterprise that places EnglishSpeaking French Students in the
Family Circle, is announcing its
1976 July vacation program. Host
families are needed to accommodate 600 French Students
throughout New England when
they arrive on July 2nd for a 4 week
vacation to July 30th.
The cultural advantages of this
program are enriching to both
student and members of the host
family. All American families are
eligible for this program regardless of their make-up. It is not
necessary that you have a member
of your family the same age as the
student, providing you have
friends, neighbors or relatives to
fill the void. French parents supply
their students with pocket money
and bear the full cost of transportation and insurances.
The French students have had 4
to 8 years of English language
study and range in age from 14 to
21. "AVEL" was founded in 1957 by
the Professors Bernard Aubert and
Julien Ermisse who still head the
Organization,
which
is
headquartered iri Tours, France.
Since 1957 "AVEL" places
students in Western Europe, the
British Isles and Ireland, but for
the past seven years "AVEL" has
also been placing students
throughout the United States.
The American host family
parents have complete authority
over the French students and
accept them as full members of
their family and the French
parents of the students would want
it no other way.
"AVEL" is an independent,
international, non-profit student
placement organization and is not
connected with any other
organization! ! ! In the summer of
1975, Avel-Nacel placed 533
students throughout New England.
For further details about this
program, you may contact the New
England Area Director: Albert W,
Bleau, Box 328, Beverly, Mass.,
01915, Tel. 922-8761, Area Code:
(617)
I -*4 H i t M - M.Vf* IJMI - HOaOTfi IT
EASTMunran • itmrti wo mt~-

(not offered)

• 1 0 % _ -.35. . * « « • • I

debate is an all-or-nothing
proposition, must be replaced with
a rational review of the issues on
their merits,
"Attaining the proper balance
between environmental and
economic concerns, between long
and short term considerations will
be difficult. The margin of error we
can tolerate is growing more
narrow. We are entering an era of
hard decisions, considerable pain
and real sacrifice. Resolution of
the highly complex issues will
seldom please everyone and, as
PPA head Russell Train has said,
'will all too often please no one.'
"Yet, these hard facts may also
signal the entry of more realism,
more healthy compromise and
ultimately more productivity in
environmental debate."

Lucky Lady (PG)

4 Large
1 2 slices
moz. $3.25
Plus tax .23
$3.48

Sunshine Boys (PG)
Dog Day Afternoon (R)
Hustle (R)

10" "Small"
6 slices
moz. $1.75
Plus tax .13
$1.88

FRAMES BY THE STARS

p. „ « . in THREE sizes, tax INCLUDED in the price, and a 7 day-a-week
10? D SCOUNT to Trinity Students ALL YEAR 'ROUND with ID all add
up to much more pizza for your money. DELIVERY too! Convinced?
Stop In! E at, enjoy, and pocket the change. What could be better?

Trinity Pizza House
114 New Britain Avenue

$27-9088

1

:

* - Swank
* - Riviera
- Exportimar

100 JEFFERSON ST.

______

522-6769
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course which is designed to Gibraltar to visit Africa.
on studio projects while writing requested group rates and have a familiarize the student with basic
Plans are already in progress for
and directing short works of their confirmed advance reservation plotting procedures, the use and the 12th Summer School in Spain,
If any of the 39,694 veterans and own. Each apprentice learns the from the Seaport's group reser- adjustment of the sextant, use of and the City of Tarragona (south of
servicemen currently enrolled in entire studio process from the vation desk, will be entitled to the Nautical Almanac, sight Barcelona) has been chosen as our
colleges in New England under the creation of an initial idea through group admission rates. On the spot reduction by H.O. 229 and star headquarters in Spain in 1976.
GI Bill need tutoring help, the treatment and story conferences, requests for group rates for large identification. It will be taught at
Tarragona is a very historical
Veterans Administration stands shooting, the several editing families will not be granted.
Manchester Community College on city, capital of the Old Roman
The
Seaport's
policy
of
free
stages,
and,
finally,
publicity
and
ready to pay for it.
Thursday evenings from 7:30 to Empire in Spain, It is surrounded
VA officials also noted that distribution. Beginners are often admission for military personnel in 9:30, beginning Mar. 11. Tuition is by the most beautiful beaches on
uniform
and
with
an
active
duty
accepted.
government-financed
tutorial
$55.
the Mediterranean Coast,
Apprentices are currently card will be continued. Enlisted
assistance wasn't available to
"New
England
Weather"
will
Students attending our program
World War II and Korean conflict assuming key jobs on a con- men or officers in civilian dress, provide basic practical knowledge will have the opportunity of
with
or
without
ID,
will
be
adtemporary
adaptation
of
the
veterans, but under present law,
of the mechanics of the at- swimming in the Mediterranean
VA will pay up to $60 a month for morality play, THE MORAL FILM mitted at regular admission mosphere to enable students to- every day, enjoying a wonderful
prices.
Dependents
will
continue
to
OF
EVERYMAN,
a
grant
supsuch help up to a maximum of
make short term forecasts of the summer while learning Spanish in
$720. This is an increase from $50 a ported project. EVERYMAN will pay the full rate.
weather
through the use of weather Spain.
The
blind
and
all
handicapped
month and a maximum payment of be written and directed by the
maps, cloud formations and
Tours are prepared to visit
persons
who
are
confined
to
a
Atelier's
Director,
Paul
Gray,
the
$450 last year.
folklore. Fog, hurricanes, frontal London, Paris, as well as Barwheel
chair
will
be
admitted
at
the
former
head
of
the
Drama
and
The tutorial help is not charged
movements and weather in- celona, Madrid, Toledo, Avila, and
against the veteran's basic Film Department at Bennington lowest group rate of $1.50.
struments will be additional topics Valle de los Caidos,
•
Regular
admission
fees
are
$4.25
College
and
the
head
of
the
Film
educational entitlement, the VA
AH persons interested should
Studies Department at the for adults ($3.75, December of discussion. The class will meet
pointed out.
at Manchester on Monday write as soon as possible to: Dr.
In addition to veterans and Universite du Nouveau Monde in through March) and $1.85 for evenings from 7:30 to 9:30Arjibay Doreste, Augustana
Mr. Gray's children, ages 6-15 ($1.50,
servicemen, the tutorial benefits Switzerland.
beginning Feb. 2 and continuing for College, Rock Island, Illinois 61201.
are available to widows, wives and filmography includes the con- December through March). The 10 weeks. Tuition is $50.
Space is very limited.
children studying under the VA's troversial P.I.N.S., a documentary Seaport is open daily from 10 a.m. All classes will be taught by Mrs.
to
4
p.m.
during
the
winter
months;
of
the
fantasies
of
incarcerated
Dependents'
Educational
children, APHASIA, and thefrom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. the balance of David Howell, Planetarium lecAssistance Program.
turer. Each course offers a .cerVeterans and servicemen feature length film THE VOYAGE the year.
Students are urgently invited to
tificate upon successful comOF
ZAHARA.
Other
projects
studying at the post-secondary
pletion., When applicable, field help in archaeological excavations
currently
in
the
research
and
level on at least a half-time basis
in England next summer. Deadline
The Mystic Seaport Planetarium trips will be made for practical for
are eligible if they have a development stages include a
applications is March 1,
observation and discussion of
documentary
on
the
intelligence
is
offering
three
basic
courses
in
deficiency in a subject required in
topics.
City
center redevelopment, new *
gathering
community
and
an
weather and navigation this winter
an approved program of education,
Enrollment for the courses is road-building programs and
adaptation of Ibsen's AN ENEMY and spring. "Sea, Stars and Air"
the VA said.
will be conducted at the Mystic limited. Students may enroll for rapidly changing land use are
The agency advises eligible GI OF THE PEOPLE.
Candidates for the 1976-77 Atelier Seaport Planetarium in Mystic. any course by writing or calling the threatening the disappearance of
Bill students to complete a VA
Practical
Celestial Mystic Seaport Planetarium, prehistoric graves, Iron-age setapplication and have it certified by program are now being reviewed. "Basic
Roman
villas,
Interested
students
should
write
Navigation" and "New England Mystic, Ct. 06355, (203) 536-2631, tlements,
the institution.
fascinating
relics
of
mediaeval
ext.
255.
Registration
for'
the
the Gray Film Atelier, Wilson Hill Weather" will be offered as nonRoad, Hoosick Falls, N.Y. 12090 for credit courses at Manchester courses at Manchester Community towns, all over Britain.
American students free from
Community College in Man- College may also be made by
Students with an interest in film more detailed information.
chester. All classes are open to the telephoning the Office of Com- mid-May, and with previous armay be finding that study opmunity Services, (203) 646-2137 or chaeological experience, are inpublic by advance registration.
portunities are limited or that
writing
Office of the Registrar, vited to join an international team
colleges have had to curtail their
"Sea, Stars and Air," scheduled
A year-round Senior Citizen rate
film-making programs due to and student rate are among the for Wednesday evenings from 7:30 Manchester Community College, on a dig of the important
economic cutbacks. The Gray Film new admission categories at to 9:30, Jan. 28 through Mar. 31, at P.O. Box 1046, Mall Station 112, mediaeval city of Northampton
and the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at
Atelier, a non-profit, independent Mystic Seaport, effective January the Planetarium, is open to adults Manchester, Ct. 06040.
Spins Hill in Norfolk. Experienced
film studio with attached ap- 1, 1976.
over 18 and to younger people with
volunteers will receive free board
prentice school, offers an alterSenior Citizens aged 65 and over the permission of the instructor.
lodging for helping in this
native filmmaking program. The will
For the last eleven years, and
admitted at the reduced This general, non-technical course
important work.
Atelier, now in its fifth year of pricebe
is
designed
to
give
the
student
an
summer
programs
have
been
of $3.50 from April through
operation, receives grants from November,
Other students without exand from December appreciation of our oceans, at- offered to students in the U.S. and
the New York State Council on the through March,
mosphere and deep space and to Canada to travel and study in perience are invited to join the
the
winter
rate
of
Arts and the National Endowment. $3.25 will be in effect. These same instruct him in the application of Spain. Last summer 69 students British Archaeology Seminar at -.*
The year long Atelier program is rates will apply to students who are this knowledge through the use of from 28 states departed from JFK Lincoln College, Oxford, organized .
designed to facilitate the transfer not
of an organized group and the sextant, tide tables, and Airport in New York and flew to by the Association for Cultural
of credits to numerous colleges, are part
older
than the aged 15 limit of weather forecasting aids. The Malaga and then to Madrid, where Exchange. Six academic credits „
and a portfolio of professional the children's
The course content will be presented in the 11th summer program was can be earned from participating "1
references is available upon student category admission.
in this low-cost program which
will
cover
older
s e c t i o n s — a s t r o n o m y , held.
completion of the apprentice-study high school students, college un- four
ends
by three weeks' participation
navigation,
weather
and
Thirty students visited Santiago
program.
dergraduates and graduate oceanography. Tuition is $60.
de Compostela and Leon and to on digs in different parts of
The Gray Film Atelier is located students with valid ID cards. .
"Basic Practical Celestial complete the excitement of the England and Scotland.
in Hoosick Falls, New York, just
program, they crossed the Strait of
School groups with reservations Navigation" is an eleven week
across the Vermont border. The will
pay
$1.50
per
person
year
Atelier bridges the gulf between round.
the classroom and the realities of a
Family groups, those comworking studio. Apprentices gain binations
families with more
professional experience working than tenofpersons
who have

GJ. Bill

Dig England

Mystic Courses

Film Atelier

Mystic Prices

Life in Spain

Swim Club
Wednesday, January 28th from 6
to 8 p.m. in the Tansill Sports
Room of Ferris Athletic Center,
the Trinity Syncronized Swim Club
will meet to plan for the annual
watershow to be held in April. All
people, male and female, are
encouraged to come. Any
questions, see Jane Millspaugh in
Ferris.

regime and U.S. involvementin the
subsequent Chilean coup. Sponsored by the philosophy course.
"Radical Analysis of American
.Society." Sunday, Feb. 1, 8:00,
McCook Auditorium.

Young Dems

A meeting will be held by the
Trinity Young Dems on January
27th in Wean Lounge. The
Presidential Primary and Hart-'
"The Avenue of the Americas"ford politics will be topics open to
by Walter Locke. A feature length discussion. Starting time is 8:00
color documentary on the Allende o'elock p.m.

Political film

SINCE 1860 THE MOST FAMOUS NAME IN

There is no such thing as
A TENDER TRAP

^Business Men's Luncheons Daily 8,Dinner Daily-Closed Sundays'

MARBLE PILLAR

22 Central RoW/
Tel 247-4549
Just minutes from the Civic Center '

Consider Ihe raccoon - one ol the eaMh's friendliest.
ma'M lovable creamres He is part ol the woodland lore
and wonder ol nature' fflvoMo children's SIOJJRS Gfdow
him vvtth almost human qualilies along wilh ihe oner.
Ihe lox, ihc b o a v e i . ihe n-iusKrat and olher l o r e s !
dwellers

EAT
DE1ICIOUS
PIZZA PIES
AND
HOT OVEN
GRINDERS

CALL WHEN
YOU LEAVE
YOUR HOME
IT WILL BE
READY UPON
ARRIVAL

RICHARD
STARON,
Prop.

PHONE

247-0234
FROM TRINITY COUEOE

217 NEW BRITAIN AVE. • HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Tf'appmQ animalr. like ihe raccoon fS neither a fnendly
nor lovabio occupation Forty million leg-hold iraps are
set QUI continuously in the United Stales anrj Canada
. alone The cruel, jagged-too ihed traps can crunch an
.animal's leg, leaving him I Q bleed, culler and slatve for
, days bGinnjjhe trapper comes to deal'the Jinal deam
blow t h e animals are so agonized ihaUhfiy o'lan chew
o!lihe*r own feet
ll lakes lorly raccoons.lo make one coat tor a human
Yei hundred's of defenseless animus may die before 1
lhase (oMy pells are collected The iraps snap al anything — tufti^s. eagies. groundhogs, porcupines, dogs
and cats A.trap doesn't have any feetmq atiaut (ha!
and neither does a irapper

You. loo, can help <n Ihe crusade to stop the victOui
Mlmrj o l animals Iftal keep our environment fllive and
give joy to our children You can mtu'io to wear the skins
at ammais lor presuge or pleasure You can speak out
arp i n $t Iheae ungodly trappmy p r o c e s s m ihe name of
the anima's that still survive. And you can make a TAX
DEDUCTIBLE: CONTWBUTION \Q f r i e n d * of Animals
which is rtoinr) sniTjOthinq conflfucdve aanut (his wanionrtesl'ur.!:f5fi (50 IT NOWanfltee'setttjr immediate!/
— in the kfifiv.'iedfjfi ir»3! >'QU are helping \o preserve our
natural-wildlife neMa^e -- tm yriuf children and i h e f
children.

MU» Alien Htitirtglan, Pmidtnt. Frlantit e>l Afli
11 Wet! «flh Sln»«f. Nflw York. NY, tOOZl
I tun glad le *ncloit s
(p»y»iti« to FcA ind
fully tDX t)«4uctit)l») 10 MIp Hop lh« murdtr Q( wiKMiff.
Pisaie add my n»nm to your mailing H»l.
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More Sports
Squashmen Out raquet Dartmouth
by Ronnie Rail Shot
And so it came to pass that
Trinity College defeated Dartmouth College. Obviously the
coldness of the weather had little
or nothing to do with the hotness of
the racquets.
Before the match our fearless
coach delivered one of his more
famous fighting speeches which
boiled down to the following
commandment, "Thou shalt not
lose after traveling three hours to
play squash."
And when the gallery saw what

Trinity had to offer they were observe the holiest of sports
amazed. In the first match Mai proclamations which states that
Owen performed his "burning "all things must come down to the
ball" trick designed to burn holes wire." Certainly Carl Torrey's
in the opponent's racquet. And match where he won 17-16 in the
though it wasn't christian-like he fifth and final game fulfilled this
didn't even let the Dartmouth man prophecy.
get a game.
Number four was Hobie Porter
In the number two match Charlie who asked for and received a pair
Stewart remembered there is a of magic sneakers for Christmas.
time to win and a time to lose and "Click your heels twice and you'll
that was the time to win but he lost get to every ball," said the genie
anyway 3-1.
who came along with the shoes.
But the third match hit the crowd And Hobie clicked and clicked and
like a lightning bolt. And we must won 3-0. Who said miracles never

happen?
Bill Ferguson was number five
and when he was down two games
to none he decided to come alive.
And the crowd was more amazed
when he pulled it out 3-2.
And Blair Heppe was in the sixth
position but with utmost gentlemanliness he bowed to his opponent knowing all along that we
already had the match in the bag.
Charlie Wilson lent no mercy and
obeyed the commando "Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself." And
that's exactly what the score was,
three to love.
Andy Storch had a tougher time
at Dartmouth, but he went along
with the script in making the
overall match score close.
shots has scored.
And number nine was feeling
Head Coach John Dunham is
looking towards continued improvement
throughout
the
remainder of the season. The team
plays two home games this week.
On Thursday night, the team takes
on the University of Connecticut.
Saturday night the ice Bantams
face Division III opponent Nichols.
Both games are at the Glastonbury
Arena and begin at 7:45 p.m.
To get to the Glastonbury Arena:
take 1-84 East across the river and
exit onto Route 2 (Exit 55);
by Dawn Eberhard
proceed approximately 4 1/2 miles
The Trinity Women's Basketball
and get off at the Route 94 (Hebron Team started their season with two
Ave.) exit. At the end of the exit impressive wins over MIT (44-41)
ramp, turn left, go 1/4 mile, and and Dartmouth f52-43h In the MIT
turn right at the Texaco Station game, the Trinity women had to
onto Oak Street. The rink is the overcome an obvious height
fourth building on the left.
disadvantage, evidenced by four
Tickets for the games will be MIT players averaging 6}2M.
available on campus for one dollar, However, Trinity rose to the ocor at the games for one dollar and casion to dominate the boards.
fifty cents for students and two This rebounding control, along with
dollars for adults.
the steals and fast breaks of guards
Sue Levin and Beth Bonbright
were the key factors in Trinity's
win. First half scoring seesawed
First Period.1. Weittieid. Foian 3 (Ro
back and forth with neither team
Lyool, Wwrheld* 10.-U. An
Trtn,
able to gain the upper hand. A
W»»HfeM. It O*.
Second P«r1o<* 1. Trinfly. ftrown Vt
quick steal and layup by Sue Levin
(BricHtV, Plough), 1:13. W«r»rfl#W, Pvm 13
(O*l<n«i;nJ, 14 30. Penalties Cyom, *Mtff*M,
with ten seconds left in the half tied
1 IS. PlqiKttc. Weirrrerd, to-12. Brady. Trin .
11:31; ShMnwi. W«t(UM, "i^U" Twohfg,
the score at 20 all. An inspired MIT
WMllleld, w *4 MAJOR, Kevnarr, Trin, 17.44
MAJOR; FinkensUtdt, Trin., it 01.
team came back from the halftime
Third Period 4, Trinity, T- Lenatiart 31
break to rapidly run up an eight(Law*oft.Johnfton, Brawn), ?:44. penatfinFinken&taedl. Trin,. 1:31; Sheenan, We-itfleW.
point lead. A stunned Trinity team
1:31.- WMle, Wcitfjcicf, 1:31; Folan, WnMteW,
5:35.- Pioooh. Trin., 11:23;* Hutctilnwn,
quickly called a time-out to
Weitfield, 12: IS,' T. Ltnahan, TrJtj. 13:01.
Overtimes. Trinity, WttdOh 9, 3:49.
regroup. The California Bomber,
P«natlie»nt>n*.
Shots on goal: WeMflelrf *%; TrinMy U,
Beth Bonbright, provided the
Goalitsi WBSHISIA
Everert; Trinity,
Gtiriskty.
spark that the Trinity Women
#4.
needed with three quick layups to
UNewHaven
1 2 IS
Trinity
0 0 00
put the Bantams back into conFir»t Period!, u New Haven, Bufler 9
(Westervelt, Haroather), U;13. Peniltlev
tention. After many hard fought
Kinusiey. Trin.,, 1O:».
Second Period? U New Haven, Butler 9
minutes of play, Sue Levin sank a
ILawier), 17:13 3. U New Haven, Coog*n &
foul shot to put Trinity up by one
(Scoti), S:45 Penalties M&CChle, UNH« 12:03;
Gray, Trin., 14:14; Gray, Trin.. K r l l ,
with less than a minute and a half
Third Period A. U Hew Haven. Ma«hie 22
(McKeon), U;24. S U New Haven, Lawler I
to play. Then Dawn Eberhard hit
(Westervelt. Macchie), 17:59. Penalties.
Lawwn-Johnson.Trin., 1:54; McCaflhy.ONH,
on r'i ten-footer to put the game out
S:OS; Brady, Trin., 10:5*; Almy, Trfn.. tl.M;
Finkenstaedt, Trin.. 15.53.
of reach of the Beavers. High
Shots on goal: u New Haven J l . Trinity 23.
scorers for Trinity were Sue Levin
Coolies: U Mevv Haven, Me Wade, Trinity,
with 13, and Beth Bonbright and

Hockey Loses To Holy Cross
by Caleb Koeppel
The Trinity varsity ice hockey
team lost to Holy Cross last
Saturday night to put the team's
record at three wins and seven
losses.
The 5-1 loss follows a 5-0 loss to
New Haven last Thursday night.
Both teams are in Division II while
Trinity is in Division III. The
Trinity team is in the toughest
week of its schedule, having played
New Haven and Holy Cross, with
another Division II opponent, the
University of Connecticut this
Thursday evening at
the
Glastonbury Arena. The team has
shown substantial improvement
over the last three games which
include a 3-2 overtime victory
against Westfield State last
Monday night. Junior Sandy
Weedon notched the winning goal
on a short backhander with about
three and one-half minutes
remaining in overtime. It was his
second goal of the season.
Returning to school after
Christmas vacation, the team

Trinity

I f-J

Fairfteld
4 2 3-t
Pint Period!. Trinity, Plough 11 {Dr'cMty.
Brown), h3S. 1. Falrflttd, Flan»0«n t
(Coh»n), t.n 3 Trinity, ftrickler 6 (AlmvJ.
S:03. 4. Fairftelfl, Conner* I (ShtfMn)i 1:M.
5. TrWffy. Plough 11 [Kafciftn. 5 h « l , 1M4 i
Fairfield. Cohan 7 (Conneri), I3:S/. 7. Fair,
field, Mulherln 10 (Bowler). 1S:55, Penalties
Brown, Trin., S:0?, Connors, Fairfield, J:3I;
Kttflin, Trin., 7:33.

Second Ptriod-8. Pairfield, Beckett i t Fiynn,
Bowler>, 5:29. 1, Trinity, BricWey I (Brown),
1:*9, 10. FairfleidTFIynn S (Bowler), 14:577
Penalties'Conneri, Fairfield. \:U; Brown,
Trin., 1:U; Conan, Fairfield, 7:38, Flanagan,
Fairfield, 14:41; Bouchard, Fairfield, 1V-.33;
Shea, Trin., 19:33Third period-n. Trinity, Finkenitaedl »
(Peters. Klngsley), 10:5*. 12. Falrfielt), Bowler
14 (Danrorth), ii:$4. 13. Fairfield. Oollingir
13, 13:38, u. Fairfield, Dantorth U (Cohan,
She*han), 14:10. Penaltlet-5he«han, Falrfleld,
*:30; Gonnwi, PalrMeld, U : « ; Piooflti* Trki:,
U.ti;
Fintnitaedt, Trin., U:5J; Brooks.
Falflleld, U;Sti Oanforth, Fairfleldj i f . U ;
Conneri, Falrfield, 19:43; Dodge, Trin., 19:43?
GaWngtr, Ftirtleta, 19:Ul LjVrton-JohfiJOn,
Trin- 19:54.
Shots on goal: Trinity, 25; Fairfield, 37.
Goalies: Trinity, Ghr!»kty; Falrfleld,
Carbon*.

traveled to the Wesleyan Tournament. In the first round, the ice
Bantams lost to Fairfield
University, 9-5. On the first shift of
that game, sophomore center Tom
Lenahan was injured when his face
was hit into the boards. He was lost
to the team for the duration of the
tournament. Linemates Alan
Plough and George Brickley each
had two goals in the Fairfield
game.
In the tournament's consolation
game, Trinity faced Wesleyan. At
the end of the first period the game
was tied 3-3. Trinity goal scorers
were Weedon, Hank Finkenstaedt
and Clint Brown. In the second and
third periods, the roof fell in.
Trinity played extremely poorly
allowing Wesleyan to cruise to an
8-3 win.
Junior goaltender Tim Ghriskey
has turned in outstanding performances in the last three games.
In those games he has faced 132
shots, including 49 against Holy
Cross. Only twelve of those 132

II
TrbtHy: , •
,
j«o-J
Weilayaft
...'• ,
<
, ) 3 M
First Pvrfnd-1. WftltVWi, Bucfcl*r» (Army,
LaLiMTfy), I 1 : « . Z Trtndy, FlnkaneftMt I
CL*hKit, Pvftrs). I*:M 3 Wttleyan, tfahe*
24 (M*!M«u, LxcrMI), 17.01. 4, WMl«y«n,
Galfoeir U (T*rri«, ev«*o«), 17:41. S. Trinity,
Brown 30 (UwWn- John WOt Plough), 11:09. *.
Trinity, Wf*don 9 ($nt*. K««n«nJr J»;i?.
PtnalM**.Brown, Trin., 3:01; Galloflly, WM..
3:01,• Br!cWey.Trln.,/;1I; Plough, Trin., 9 : « ;
LaUne, Trin., 10:47: Buckley. WM... !1:M;
Laufo, WM.. 11:15; Gray, Trin., 11:31;
Scanlon, WM., 11:15,
Second Period-?. Wesleyan, Cjallogly 14
(Army. Buckley), UM. I. Wesleyan, Bretne
14 itAaiMtu, Kentwt), 15; 10. 9. W»l*y»n,
Army 12 (LaLlberty, Kenney). IB: 14.
Penalties.L»Liberty, W M , , l;J4; Weedon,
Trin.. 3:4?; Kenney. W«., 4:14; (.astlo, Wei.,
1:SS; Buckley, W«.,fl:SS. Plough, Trin., I;S5;
Nalto, Trin., a:55; Law»n.Johnson, Trin.,
9:39; Shea, Trin., 15:37; Scanlon, Wei,, 15:27.
Third Period-10. Weileysn, Galiogly 14
(Army, LaLlberty}, IS: IS. IV Weilcyan,
Lasiltt I (ScanIon), 11:54, Penaltlts-Taft,
W«s., 9:37; Army, Wei., 10:37; Peters, Trin.,
U:\Si Buckley, We*., 15:37; Brown, Trin.,
U : l i ; Terrie. Wei,, U:U.
Shots on goal: Trinity, 24; Wesleyan, IT.
. Goalies: Trinity, Jydion; Wesleyan,
Capon e.
•

II,

fine but Andy Vermilye was unable
to part the sea with his two-handed
backhand.
Finally, although it didn't count
officially, Charlie Johnson played
next to godliness and is now
looking forward to his matches
counting.
So if you followed this text the
final score was Trinity .5 and
Dartmouth 4. And you can all
break bread over that.
" Don't forget to bring wine to
tomorrow's
match
against
Amherst at 3:00 which will be
followed by matches later on in the
week against Hobart on Friday at
2:30, Wesleyan on Friday at 5:30,
Colby on Saturday at 12:00, and
Bowdoin on Saturday at 3;0Q.

Women Cagers
Overpower

Dartmouth, MIT

F

HURRY. BEFORE OUR
CUP RUHHETH OVER
Just a few choice seats left for the best tennis in
the world, the/Etna World Cup. So hurry or you'll be
disappointed.
' • . „ , '
Tickets are available at the Hartford Civic Center
box office and Ticketron outlets.
Or you can order by mail. Order
forms available at Civic Center
Shops, sporting goods stores and
tennis clubs. For further information, call 566-6000.

Nancy McDermott with 10 points a
piece. Leading rebounder for the
Bantams was Nancy McDermott
with 16.
The Bants then travelled to
Hanover, New Hampshire to face
the Big Green of Dartmouth. In the
opening minutes of the game
Trinity pulled away to an early
lead capitalizing on the first game
jitters of Dartmouth. The Big
Green stormed back, and closed
the gap to go away with a three
point lead at halftime. The
strategic switch to man-to-man
defense crippled the Green attack
as the Bant offense began to click.
Tension grew as neither team was
able to establish a convincing lead.
In the closing minutes, however,
the Bants rallied behind the key
shooting of Nancy McDermott.
Cilia Williams, and Dawn
Eberhard to secure their second
win in as many starts. Leading
scorers for Trinity were Nancy
McDermott with 20, and Meg
McGrail with U points. Leading
rebounders were Dawn Eberhard
with 11, Meg Mcgrail, 10, and
Nancy McDermott with 9
rebounds.
Members of the first year varsity
team are Meg McGrail and Nancy
McDermott, co-captains: Diane
Gordon, Beth Bonbright, Dawn
Eberhard, Penny Sanchez, Debbie
Kitz, Lisa Hill, Betty Collins. Cilia
Williams, Kathy Crawford, Spitty
Dobbin, and Sue Levin. Coaching
the team are Gail Andrews "and
Robin Sheppard, Please come and
support the team tonight for their
first home game against Eastern
Connecticut at 7:00 p.m. Meg
McGrail will be trying to extend
her fouling out streak to three
games in a row.

Swim Class
A Physical Education class
in beginning swimming is
being offered during this
quarter (Jan, 14-Mar. 5) on
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs. from 5:30 to
6:00 p.m. The instructor is
Prof. McPhee. Register. at
Ferris Center.

Baseball
Anyone who is a pitcher or
catcher is invited to the
opening of Varsity Baseball
practice on Feb. 2. Those who
are not pitchers or catchers
and would like to try out should
show up for practice on Feb. 23/
Please contact either Coach
Shults or captains John Wiggin
and Jim Balesano if you plan to
attend.
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Sports
Trinity Cagers Edge Brandeis 80-74
by Edwin Lichtig III
The Trinity Bantams held on to a
second half iead to upset the
Brandeis Judges, 80-74. Brandeis
previously ranked third in ECAC
conference failed to stop the red
hot Wayne Sokolosky. Sokolosky,
named to last year's division 3's all
New England team, paced Trinity
with 28 points.
The Bantams, under the
coaching of Robie Shultz, Bill
Harmon, and Ray Perkins, jumped
nut to an early first half lead and
maintained it throughout the entire
game. The only threatening part of
the contest came with 2 1/2
minutes remaining. Brandeis
pulled within four points and took
possession of the ball, but the
Trinity defense forced a turnover,
Dave Weselcouch was then fouled
and sank both free throws to
remain the leading foul shooter in
New England.
The game was dominated by the
Trinity squad who controlled the
boards due to the efforts of Peter
Switchenko. Switch, vastly im-

proved from last year, turned a
tremendous performance with 15
points and 11 rebounds.
Also aiding to the effort was
Othar Burks, hitting his usual
double figures and Mike Mistretta
who aided to our board strength.
Both playmakers, Steve Haydasz
and Larry Wells, along with Brent
Cawelti, contributed in assists and
scoring. We hope Steve, our cocaptain with Sokolosky, recovers
quickly from an injury sustained in
the game.
The Bantams, how 3-2, have
fielded one of their better squads
this year. Along with Sokolosky is
Othar Burks. Othar, out as a junior
because of an injury, was high
scorer in his sophomore year. He
again leads the team in scoring and
will continue to contribute. With
Mistretta, Switchenko, and
sophomore sensations Brent
Cawelti, Paul McBride, and Art
Blake the team looks like it will
have a very successful season. We
hope for the best and look forward
to the remaining part of the season.

J.V. Bows to Yale
by Edwin Lichtig
In a battle between a Division II
powerhouse and Trinity, Yale
came out victorious, but the
Bantams still displayed an impressive effort. The Trinity squad
although much smaller, faltered
at the start under the intimidating
pressure of the opponents. After
falling behind 10-0 Trinity broke
the ice with a score and remained
within this margin throughout the
entire game. The 69-60 loss showed
off Trinity's poise as they
remained close after a shaky start.
Much credit has to go to John
Bridge, who sank the initial bucket
and kept until the final buzzer
rang. John, Uie leading scorer for
Trinity with 17 points, also was the
second highest rebounder for our
squad. Other board strength came
from Jack Thompson and George
Smith. George, our top rebounder
this season, again displayed his
skills as he combined his
aggressiveness and shooting skills
to lead the game in rebounding and
attain double figures in scoring.
Jack Thompson,' a solid starter
from last year's freshman, contributed with 5 rebounds and f>
points.
Steve Krasker, the smallest
member of our squad, lead the
team in assists. He is the J.V.
playmaker and although he can

score we look for his ball control
skills to guide Trinity to a winning
season.
Rounding the players of Wednesday night's game were the two
freshman: Mike Daley and Dave
Whalen.
Mike, the freshman starter on
the team, combined with Dave
Whalen, the fired up southpaw
substitute, for valuable points and
rebounds in clutch moments
throughout the game.
The remaining players on the
team are Bob Rosenfield, a
determined sophomore who
displayed a fine defensive game
and Kenneth Craig Sarnoff. Kenny
"the greek" Sarnoff, who
amazingly predicted the exact
score of the game, played a super
game himself. Coming off the
bench for a limited time, he scored
double figures and recovered the
ball several times to regain
possession for Triri,
Coach Michael Darr, who has
taken great interest in the team,
and is appreciated by all his
players, should be satisfied with
this year's squad. It seems that
team should dominate this year's
action and with help from the rest
of the squad: Mike Oiillette, Steve
Lattanzio, Paul Pieszak, John Foli,
Mike Tinatti, and Mike Smirlock,
we know it will bean exciting year.

SQUASHETTES WIN
by Beth Dean
After blowing Wesleyan off the
courts in a pre-Christmas
scrimmage, the women's squash
team has been looking forward to
testing their talent against real
competition. This Thursday's
match at Dartmouth gave the
women's team their chance,
The sun was just rising over
Ferris when seven squash
jockettes climbed onto the bus with
nervous Coach Millspaugh, the
women's basketball team, and, in
an unprecedented move, the men's
varsity squash team, not to
mention a bus driver who now
knows where White River Junction
is.
After the thrill of the co-ed trip
wore off, the girls settled down and
followed the fine examples set by
their co-captains, Sophie Bell '77,
who spent the bus ride gambling
and looking after her bottle of
medicine, and Ellen Kelly, who
chain-smoked to combat the pregame jitters,
The long bus ride and the cold
temperatures didn't phase the girls
as they confidently took control of
the courts in Hangover, New
Hampshire. Cackie Bostwick, in
the number one spot, ran into some
• trouble in her first match for
Trinity. Cackie's opponent, Barb
Sands, has not played competitive
squash for 2 years, but when she

did so, she was ranked H2 in the
National Intercollegiates.
The number two player, Marion
DcWitt, well coated with Tuff Skin,
won her firstmatch for Trinity in
three short games. It took Tinker
Bell four games and three racquets
to beat her opponent, and holding
down the number four and five
spots, Ellen Kelly and Beth Dean
also made short work of their
Dartmouth opponents. Nina
McLane, number six in her first
match and Barb Fischer at
number seven won their matches
leaving the final score 6-1 Trinity.'
Well fortified by the soft ice
cream
from
Dartmouth's
cafeteria, the victorious busload of
jockettes and jocks climbed
aboard for the long ride back to
Hartford.
Last Friday, the women's j.y.
squash team beat Taft 7-0 with a
little help from Cackie and Sophie
and will hopefully-beat Rosemary
Hal as easily on Tuesday. This
coming weekend promises to be an
exciting and exhausting one for the
top eight players'; They will travel
to Yale Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday (teachers take heart) to
compete with twelve other schools
for the Howe Cups. The team would
appreciate any support as they
hopefully take on their old foe,
Princeton. Home matches are few
this year. Don't miss them!

Wrestlers Defeated By
Rhode Island, Wesleyan
by Matt Results
After a long Christmas break,
Trinity's wrestlers returned to
School to face a strong contingent of
grapplers from Rhode Island
College. This match would serve as
a real test of the team's strength,
for the R.I. squad was ranked tenth
in the New England College
wrestling circuit at the time of the
match, and as such was heavily
favored. Furthermore, the fact
that Trinity was, because of weight
problems and injuries, forced to
forfeit both the 118 and 134 lb.
wright classes, worsened the
team's predicament.
The match certainly did not start
auspiciously for Trinity. After
forfeiting the 118 1b. bout, Trinity
sent their 126 pounder Chip Meyers
against R.I.'s Nicky Celerzo. After
eight minutes of intense, and at
times very good, wrestling, the
score stood at one to one. The draw
earned Trinity only two team
points; however, thsee were to be
the last team points Trinity's
wrestlers would score for the next
three wright classes. After for-

feiting the 134 lb. weight class, the
Bantam grapplers dropped their
bouts in the next two. Sid Rowell
wrestled well for Trinity in the 142
lb. bout, but was outlasted by a
well-conditioned opponent. In the
180 lb, bout, Trinity co-captain
Dave Katzka fouled R.I.'s Paul
Condon. In spite of a tenacious
effort, "The Kat" dropped a close
decision.
At this point in the match it
appeared as if Trinity was on its
way- to being routed; the next bout,
however, brought a halt to R.I.'s
rapidly mounting momentum as
Scott Goddin annihilated his R.I.
opponent. With t the newly
awakened crowd behind him,
Freshman Chris Mosca kept
Trinity's hopes alive by decisively
winning his 167 lb. bout.
Shortly thereafter, Trinity added
three more points to its team total,
as co-captain Mike O'Hare
powered his way to victory in the
177 lb. weight class, In the
following bout, "Cautious" Dave
Coratti defeated R.I.'s co-captain

Rich Puguay by an 8-3 score, and in
the process treated the crowd to
some top-notch wrestling. This 11
victory meant that the outcome of ;j
the meet would be decided by the t
Heavyweight bout. This bout pitted |;
Trinity's Peter Bielak (190 l&s.) ;•
against R.I.'s Tim "Santa" Clause
(225 lbs.). Bielak gave it his best, |;
but his opponent's weight a<* ••*
vantage eventually took its tou,s ,•
thus securing the meet for RX !
fighting sailors.
;
Losing such a close meet was" a ••;
tremendous letdown for the team. >
This was evidenced by the Bantam
grapplers' performance three days j
later against Wesleyan. The Bants .
wereonlyabletomanagethreewins •!
against the Cardinals. Chip Meyers j
wrestled extremely well and won j
his 126 lb. bout, Dave Katzka won a j
crowd-pleaser in the 167 lb. class ^
and Mike O'Hare kept his ••un-j
defeated string alive in his 127 vo-•
contest.
i

